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Abstract. Building on the theory of parity sheaves due to Juteau–Mautner–

Williamson, we develop a formalism of “mixed modular perverse sheaves” for
varieties equipped with a stratification by affine spaces. We then give two

applications: (1) a “Koszul-type” derived equivalence relating a given flag

variety to the Langlands dual flag variety, and (2) a formality theorem for
the modular derived category of a flag variety (extending the main result of

[RSW]).

1. Introduction

1.1. This paper continues the study of modular perverse sheaves on flag varieties
begun in [AR2]. We retain the notation and conventions of [AR2, §1.2 and §1.8]. In
particular, G denotes a connected complex reductive group, B its flag variety, and
Db

(B)(B,E) the derived category of complexes of E-sheaves that are constructible

with respect to the orbits of a fixed Borel subgroup B. Here, E is any member of
an `-modular system (K,O,F), where ` is a good prime for G.

A summary of seven motivating properties of Db
(B)(B,C) appeared in [AR2,

§1.3]. In this paper, we study modular versions of items (4) (“Koszul duality”),
(5) (“self-duality”), and (7) (“formality”).

1.2. The main new tool in the present paper is a theory of “mixed modular perverse
sheaves.” For perverse Q`-sheaves on a variety defined over a finite field, the term
“mixed” usually means: “Pay attention to the eigenvalues of the Frobenius action on
stalks.” The additional structure obtained in this way has profound consequences,
thanks largely to Deligne’s reformulation of the Weil conjectures [De]. A number of
important results in representation theory make essential use of deep properties of
mixed Q`-sheaves; for examples, see [ABG, BGS, B2]. For sheaves with coefficients
in O or F, it still makes sense to consider the Frobenius action (and this was done
in [RSW]), but without an analogue of the Weil conjectures, it becomes a much
more difficult notion to work with.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to defining the word “mixed” in
the modular setting. This approach does not involve varieties over finite fields or
Galois actions in any way. Instead, we will build a category from scratch that bears
many of the hallmarks of [De, BBD], such as a “Tate twist.” (It also has a theory
of “weights” and “purity”; these will be studied systematically in a forthcoming
paper [AR3].) The approach we take is philosophically quite close to that of [AR1].
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It involves in a crucial way the parity sheaves of [JMW]. For the flag variety B, this
new category, denoted by Dmix

(B) (B,E), is the main object of study in this paper.

1.3. Self-duality. As an application, we prove the following analogue of the char-
acteristic-zero “self-duality” theorem of Bezrukavnikov–Yun [BY, Theorem 5.3.1].
In this statement, Ǧ is the Langlands dual reductive group, B̌ ⊂ Ǧ is a Borel
subgroup, and B̌ = Ǧ/B̌ is the flag variety of Ǧ.

Theorem (Self-duality). There is an equivalence of triangulated categories κ :

Dmix
(B) (B,E)

∼−→ Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E) that swaps parity sheaves and tilting perverse sheaves.

See Theorem 5.4 for a more precise statement. The nomenclature of this result
refers to the fact that κ is symmetric; the two triangulated categories appearing
in the statement are defined in the same way (in contrast with the other derived
equivalences in [BY]), and both κ and κ−1 send mixed parity sheaves to mixed
tilting perverse sheaves. In [BY], this result was called “Koszul self-duality.” (The
role of the term “Koszul” will be discussed further in §1.5.)

Simultaneously with the proof of the theorem, we will construct a t-exact functor
µ : Dmix

(B) (B,E) → Db
(B)(B,E) that makes Dmix

(B) (B,E) into a “graded version” of

Db
(B)(B,E). We will also work out the behavior of the usual classes of objects

(simple, standard, tilting, parity) under each of the functors in the diagram

Db
(B)(B,E)

µ←− Dmix
(B) (B,E)

κ−→
∼
Dmix

(B̌)
(B̌,E)

µ̌−→ Db
(B̌)

(B̌,E).

This picture is a modular analogue of [AR2, §1.3(4)].

1.4. Formality. General homological arguments show that many triangulated
categories can be described in terms of dg-modules over some dg-algebra. It is
a far more subtle and delicate problem to decide whether the dg-algebra in ques-
tion is formal—i.e., quasi-isomorphic to a graded ring with zero differential. One
typical argument involves equipping the dg-algebra with an additional “internal”
grading. In the standard proof of formality for Db

(B)(B,C), this additional grading

comes from the Frobenius action discussed in §1.2.
In [RSW], these methods were extended to the study of Db

(B)(B,F). However,

because the Frobenius endomorphism is itself an F-linear operator, care must be
taken with the characteristic of F to ensure that eigenspace decompositions behave
well. In [RSW], Db

(B)(B,F) and Db
(B)(B,O) were shown to be formal when ` >

2 dim B + 1. In the present paper, by using Dmix
(B) (B,E) in place of a Frobenius

action, we establish formality in all good characteristics. (See Theorem 5.11 for a
more precise statement)

Theorem (Formality). There exists a finite-rank graded E-algebra E of finite global
dimension such that Db

(B)(B,E) ∼= dgDerf-E.

1.5. Towards positivity. In the formality theorem for Db
(B)(B,C), the ring E

that arises is positively graded and Koszul. This means, in particular, that its
degree-zero component is semisimple. It is now known that this last assertion
cannot hold for general F: if it did, it would follow that the parity sheaves on B co-
incide with the simple perverse sheaves, but Williamson has found counterexamples
to this statement [Wi].
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It may be reasonable to ask only that E be positively graded (but not necessarily
Koszul). This is equivalent to asking that all parity sheaves on B be perverse
(but not necessarily simple). In a subsequent paper [AR3], we will study various
conditions that imply or are implied by the positivity of the grading. Remarkably,
if E is positively graded, it will automatically satisfy a weakened form of Koszulity
called Q-Koszulity [PS]. As of this writing, there are no known counterexamples in
good characteristic to the positivity of the grading on E.

1.6. Contents. The foundations of the mixed derived category and its perverse t-
structure are developed in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we prove that the (partial)
flag varieties of Kac–Moody groups satisfy the assumptions needed for the theory
of Sections 2 and 3 to apply. The main results (as stated in §§1.3–1.4) are proved
in Section 5. Finally, appendix A contains a brief review of definitions and facts
about graded quasihereditary categories.

2. The mixed derived category

Let ` be a prime number, and let (K,O,F) be an `-modular system (i.e. K is
a finite extension of Q`, O is its ring of integers, and F is the residue field of O).
We use the letter E to denote any member of (K,O,F). In this section, we do not
impose any constraint on `. We denote by E-mod, resp. E-gmod, the category of
finitely generated E-modules, resp. finitely generated graded E-modules.

2.1. Varieties and sheaves. Let X be a complex algebraic variety equipped with
a fixed finite algebraic stratification

X =
⊔
s∈S

Xs

in which each Xs is isomorphic to an affine space. We denote by is : Xs ↪→ X the
inclusion map. Let Db

S (X,E) denote the derived category of E-sheaves on X (in
the analytic topology) that are constructible with respect to the given stratification.
In a minor abuse of notation, if Y ⊂ X is a locally closed union of strata, we will
also use the letter S to refer to the induced stratification of Y . (For instance, we
will write Db

S (Y,E) rather than Db
{s∈S |Xs⊂Y }(Y,E).) Throughout the paper, we

will denote the shift functor on Db
S (X,E) by

{1} : Db
S (X,E)→ Db

S (X,E).

(The reason for this nonstandard notation will become clear below.) Given a finitely
generated E-module M , let MXs

be the constant sheaf with value M on Xs. We will
refer often to the perverse sheaf MXs

{dimXs}, and so we introduce the notation

MXs
:= MXs

{dimXs}.
All varieties in the paper will be assumed to satisfy the following condition:

(A1) For each s ∈ S , there is an indecomposable parity complex Es(E) ∈
Db

S (X,E) that is supported on Xs and satisfies i∗sEs(E) ∼= EXs .

(See [JMW, Definition 2.4] for the definition of parity complexes. Here and below,
the term “parity” refers to the constant pariversity denoted \ in [JMW].) This is
only an additional hypothesis when E = O; for E = K or F, it holds automatically
by [JMW, Corollary 2.28]. According to [JMW, Theorem 4.6], generalized flag
varieties (with the Bruhat stratification) satisfy this hypothesis. In any case, if
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Es(E) exists, it is unique up to isomorphism: see [JMW, Theorem 2.12]. When
there is no risk of ambiguity, we may simply call this object Es.

We denote by ParityS (X,E) the full additive subcategory of Db
S (X,E) consisting

of parity complexes. Every object in ParityS (X,E) is isomorphic to a direct sum
of objects of the form Es(E){n}. Note that the shift functor {1} restricts to an
autoequivalence {1} : ParityS (X,E)→ ParityS (X,E).

It will occasionally be useful to refer to the full subcategory Parityev
S (X,E) ⊂

ParityS (X,E) consisting of even objects—that is, direct sums of Es{n} with n ≡
dimXs (mod 2). Objects of Parityev

S (X,E){1} are said to be odd. It follows
from [JMW, Corollary 2.8] that

(2.1) ParityS (X,E) ∼= Parityev
S (X,E)⊕ Parityev

S (X,E){1}.

2.2. The mixed derived category. Our main object of study will be the follow-
ing triangulated category:

Dmix
S (X,E) := KbParityS (X,E).

The shift functor for this category is denoted by [1] : Dmix
S (X,E) → Dmix

S (X,E).
This is different from the autoequivalence {1} : Dmix

S (X,E) → Dmix
S (X,E) that it

inherits from ParityS (X,E). It will be convenient to introduce the notation

〈n〉 := {−n}[n].

The functor 〈1〉 is called the Tate twist. We can of course regard the Es(E) as
objects of Dmix

S (X,E), via the obvious embedding ParityS (X,E) ↪→ Dmix
S (X,E).

Nevertheless, it will often serve us well to pay explicit attention to the ambient
category, so we introduce the additional notation

Emix
s (E) := Es(E), regarded as an object of Dmix

S (X,E).

Definition 2.1. The category Dmix
S (X,E) is called the mixed derived category of

X with coefficients in E.

As the terminology indicates, this is intended to be a kind of replacement for
the mixed derived category of [BBD], although there are two salient differences.
First, the definition of Dmix

S (X,E) does not involve any Frobenius action; rather,
the “additional grading” provided by the Frobenius action in [BBD] is replaced here
by the “internal shift” 〈1〉 in Dmix

S (X,E).
Second, in general, there is no natural functor from Dmix

S (X,E) to Db
S (X,E).

We will eventually construct such a functor for flag varieties, but that construction
relies heavily on the results of [AR2]. The existence of such a functor is very closely
related to the formality theorem.

Remark 2.2. When E = K, the situation is somewhat better. Under some additional
hypotheses on the simple perverse K-sheaves on X, our category Dmix

S (X,K) is
equivalent to the category introduced in [AR1, §7.2]. The theory developed in [AR1]
gives a functor Dmix

S (X,K) → Db
S (X,K) as part of a broader picture relating

Dmix
S (X,K) to the mixed sheaves of [BBD]. This theory will not be used in the

present paper, however.

Note that the decomposition (2.1) implies a similar decomposition for the mixed
derived category:

(2.2) Dmix
S (X,E) ∼= KbParityev

S (X,E)⊕Kb(Parityev
S (X,E){1}).
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An object of KbParityev
S (X,E) (resp. Kb(Parityev

S (X,E){1})) is said to be even
(resp. odd). Any indecomposable object of Dmix

S (X,E) must be either even or odd.

2.3. Some functors. The Verdier duality functor DX : Db
S (X,E)

∼−→ Db
S (X,E)

restricts to an antiequivalence of ParityS (X,E) (see [JMW, Remark 2.5(3)]), which
then induces an antiequivalence

DX : Dmix
S (X,E)

∼−→ Dmix
S (X,E).

This functor satisfies

DX ◦ {n} ∼= {−n} ◦ DX , DX ◦ [n] ∼= [−n] ◦ DX , DX ◦ 〈n〉 ∼= 〈−n〉 ◦ DX .

We will denote by

K(−) : Db
S (X,O)→ Db

S (X,K) and F(−) : Db
S (X,O)→ Db

S (X,F)

the functors of (derived) extension of scalars. These functors send parity complexes
to parity complexes [JMW, Lemma 2.37], so they also define functors

K(−) : Dmix
S (X,O)→ Dmix

S (X,K) and F(−) : Dmix
S (X,O)→ Dmix

S (X,F).

Finally, let i : Z ↪→ X and j : U ↪→ X be closed and open inclusions of unions of
strata, respectively. Then the functors i∗ and j∗ restrict to the categories of parity
complexes, and then define functors

i∗ : Dmix
S (Z,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E), j∗ : Dmix
S (X,E)→ Dmix

S (U,E).

These functors commute with the functors F(−) and K(−), and with Verdier duality.
Note also that the functor i∗ is fully faithful. We will often use this functor to
identify Dmix

S (Z,E) with a full subcategory of Dmix
S (X,E).

2.4. Adjoints. The goal of this subsection is to prove that the categories of the
form Dmix

S (X,E) can be endowed with a “recollement” structure in the sense of
[BBD, §1.4]. We fix an open union of strata U , and denote by Z its complement.
We denote by j : U ↪→ X and i : Z ↪→ X the inclusions. By definition we have
j∗i∗ = 0.

Proposition 2.3. The functor j∗ : Dmix
S (X,E)→ Dmix

S (U,E) admits a left adjoint
j(!) and a right adjoint j(∗). Similarly, the functor i∗ : Dmix

S (Z,E) → Dmix
S (X,E)

admits a left adjoint i(∗) and a right adjoint i(!). Together, these functors give a
recollement diagram

Dmix
S (Z,E)

i∗ // Dmix
S (X,E)

j∗ //

i(∗)

ss

i(!)

kk
Dmix

S (U,E).

j(!)
ss

j(∗)

kk

The extra parentheses in the names of the functors j(!), j(∗), i
(∗), and i(!) are there

to help us distinguish them from the usual functors j!, j∗, i
∗, and i! involving the

ordinary derived category Db
S (X,E). Because all eight of these functors appear in

the arguments below, we will maintain this distinction through the end of Section 2.
Starting from Section 3, however, we will drop the extra parentheses in the new
functors in Proposition 2.3.

Before proving Proposition 2.3 in full generality, we consider the case in which
Z = Xs is a closed stratum.
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Lemma 2.4. Let Xs ⊂ X be a closed stratum.

(1) In the case Z = Xs, j
∗ admits a left adjoint j(!) and a right adjoint j(∗),

such that the adjunction morphisms j∗j(∗) → id and id → j∗j(!) are iso-
morphisms, and such that we have

Dmix
S (X,E) = j(!)

(
Dmix

S (U,E)
)
∗ i∗
(
Dmix

S (Z,E)
)

Dmix
S (X,E) = i∗

(
Dmix

S (Z,E)
)
∗ j(∗)

(
Dmix

S (U,E)
)

in the notation of [BBD, §1.3.9].
(2) If Z ⊂ X is a closed union of strata containing Xs, and if j : XrXs ↪→ X,

jZ : ZrXs ↪→ Z, k : Z ↪→ X, kZ : ZrXs ↪→ XrXs denote the inclusions,
the functors j(!), j(∗), jZ(!), jZ(∗) given by (1) satisfy

j(!)kZ∗ ∼= k∗jZ(!), j(∗)kZ∗ ∼= k∗jZ(∗).

Proof. We treat the case of j(!) in detail; the case of j(∗) is similar, or can be deduced
using Verdier duality.

First we remark that we have Es = i∗EXs
, and that the functor i∗ restricts to a

functor from ParityS (X,E) to ParityS (Xs,E). For any t ∈ S r {s} we denote by
E+
t the image of the complex

Et → i∗i
∗Et

(in degrees 0 and 1, and where the morphism is provided by adjunction) in the
category Dmix

S (X,E) = KbParityS (X,E). Note that for any n,m ∈ Z we have

(2.3) HomDmix
S (X,E)(E+

t , Es{m}[n]) = 0.

Indeed, this property follows from the observation that the natural morphism

Hom(i∗i
∗Et, Es{m}[n])→ Hom(Et, Es{m}[n])

is an isomorphism for any n,m ∈ Z, using the long exact sequence associated with
the natural distinguished triangle

is∗i
∗
sEt[−1]→ E+

t → Et
[1]−→

in Dmix
S (X,E).

Let D+ be the triangulated subcategory of Dmix
S (X,E) generated by the objects

E+
t {m} for all t ∈ S r {s} and m ∈ Z, and let ι : D+ → Dmix

S (X,E) be the
inclusion. We claim that for any F+ in D+ and G in Dmix

S (X,E) the morphism

(2.4) HomDmix
S (X,E)(ιF+,G)→ HomDmix

S (U,E)(j
∗ιF+, j∗G)

induced by j∗ is an isomorphism. Indeed, by standard arguments using the five-
lemma it is enough to prove the result when F+ = E+

t for some t ∈ S r {s} and
G = Eu{m}[n] for some u ∈ S and n,m ∈ Z. If u = s then the result follows
from (2.3). Now assume u 6= s. If n /∈ {−1, 0} there is nothing to prove. Assume
now that n = −1. Then the right-hand side of (2.4) is zero, and the left-hand side
consists of morphisms

ϕ : i∗i
∗Et → Eu{m}

whose composition with the adjunction morphism Et → i∗i
∗Et is zero. If m does

not have the same parity as dimXu− dimXt then ϕ = 0 by [JMW, Corollary 2.8].
Now if m has the same parity as dimXu−dimXt then ϕ, considered as a morphism
in Db

S (X,E), factors through a morphism j!j
∗Et{1} → Eu{m}. But

HomDb
S (X,E)(j!j

∗Et{1}, Eu{m}) ∼= HomDb
S (U,E)(j

∗Et, j∗Eu{m− 1}) = 0,
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again by [JMW, Corollary 2.8], and this implies that ϕ = 0. Finally, assume that
n = 0. If m does not have the same parity as dimXu − dimXt, then both sides
of (2.4) vanish and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise the left-hand side of
(2.4) is the quotient of Hom(Et, Eu{m}) by the image of Hom(i∗i

∗Et, Eu{m}). This
space can easily be identified with the right-hand side of (2.4) using the long exact
sequence associated with the distinguished triangle

j!j
∗Et → Et → i∗i

∗Et
{1}−−→

in Db
S (X,E) and again [JMW, Corollary 2.8].

Our claim regarding (2.4) tells us in particular that j∗ ◦ ι is fully faithful. As
the objects j∗ιE+

t {m} = j∗Et{m} generate the triangulated category Dmix
S (U,E), it

follows that this functor is an equivalence of categories. Now we define the functor

j(!) := ι ◦ (j∗ ◦ ι)−1 : Dmix
S (U,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E).

By definition we have a natural isomorphism j∗j(!) ∼= id. To prove that j(!) is
left-adjoint to j∗ we have to prove that the morphism

HomDmix
S (X,E)(j(!)F ,G)

j∗−→ HomDmix
S (U,E)(j

∗j(!)F , j∗G) ∼= HomDmix
S (U,E)(F , j∗G)

is an isomorphism for any F ∈ Dmix
S (U,E) and G ∈ Dmix

S (X,E). This follows from
the observation that (2.4) is an isomorphism.

By construction j(!)Et = E+
t , and hence it is clear that the category Dmix

S (X,E)
is generated by the essential images of the functors j(!) and i∗. Since there exists no

nonzero morphism from an object of j(!)
(
Dmix

S (U,E)
)

to an object of i∗
(
Dmix

S (Z,E)
)

(by adjunction, and since j∗i∗ = 0), the first equality in (1) follows.
Now we turn to (2). One can consider the full subcategories D+

X ⊂ Dmix
S (X,E)

and D+
Z ⊂ Dmix

S (Z,E) constructed as in the proof of (1), and the inclusions ιX and

ιZ . It follows from the definitions that there exists a unique functor k+
∗ : D+

Z → D+
X

such that ιX ◦ k+
∗ = k∗ ◦ ιZ . Moreover, we have j∗ ◦ k∗ = kZ∗ ◦ j∗Z , from which

we deduce that j∗ ◦ ιX ◦ k+
∗ = kZ∗ ◦ j∗Z ◦ ιZ . Composing on the left with j(!) =

ιX ◦ (j∗ ◦ ιX)−1 and on the right with (j∗Z ◦ ιZ)−1, we obtain the first isomorphism
in (2). �

Proof of Proposition 2.3. We will explain how to construct j(!) and i(∗); we will

prove that the adjunction morphisms id→ j∗j(!) and i(∗)i∗ → id are isomorphisms;

and we will show that for any F ∈ Dmix
S (X,E), there is a morphism i∗i

(∗)F →
j(!)j

∗F [1] such that the triangle

(2.5) j(!)j
∗F → F → i∗i

(∗)F [1]−→

is distinguished. The axioms for a recollement (see [BBD, §1.4.3]) consist of these
assertions together with parallel ones for j(∗) and i(!), and the condition that j∗i∗ =

0. The proofs for j(∗) and i(!) are similar to those for j(!) and i(∗), and will be
omitted.

We will first show, by induction of the number of strata in Z, that j(!) exists,
that the adjunction morphism id→ j∗j(!) is an isomorphism, and that we have

(2.6) Dmix
S (X,E) = j(!)

(
Dmix

S (U,E)
)
∗ i∗
(
Dmix

S (Z,E)
)
.

If Z consists of one stratum, our assertions are proved in Lemma 2.4(1). Now
assume that Z has more than one stratum. Let Xs ⊂ Z be a closed stratum, and
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set X ′ := X rXs, Z
′ := Z rXs. By induction the restriction functors associated

with the inclusions j′ : U ↪→ X ′ and j′′ : X ′ ↪→ X have left adjoints; hence the
same holds for their composition, which is the functor j∗. Similarly, the fact that
j∗j(!) ∼= id follows from induction. By induction (2.6) holds for the decompositions
X = X ′tXs and X ′ = U tZ ′. Using associativity of the “∗” operation (see [BBD,
Lemme 1.3.10]) and the first isomorphism in Lemma 2.4(2) we deduce that it also
holds for the decomposition X = U t Z. This finishes the induction.

Now, let us construct i(∗) and prove the existence of (2.5). By (2.6) and the
fact that i∗ and j(!) are fully faithful, for any F in Dmix

S (X,E) there exist unique

objects F ′ in Dmix
S (U,E) and F ′′ in Dmix

S (Z,E) and a unique distinguished triangle

(2.7) j(!)F ′ → F → i∗F ′′
[1]−→ .

(Unicity follows from [BBD, Corollaire 1.1.10].) We necessarily have F ′ ∼= j∗F ,
and we set i(∗)F := F ′′. Then the expected properties of the functor i(∗) are clear
by construction. �

We have observed in §2.3 that in the setting of Proposition 2.3, there exist
natural isomorphisms j∗ ◦ DX ∼= DU ◦ j∗ and i∗ ◦ DZ ∼= DX ◦ i∗. We deduce
canonical isomorphisms

(2.8) DX ◦ j(!) ∼= j(∗) ◦ DU , DZ ◦ i(!) ∼= i(∗) ◦ DX .

Proposition 2.5. In the setting of Proposition 2.3, the functors i∗, i
(∗), i(!), j∗,

j(∗), and j(!) commute with the functors K(−) and F(−).

Proof. This statement has already been observed in §2.3 in the case of i∗ and j∗.
We prove it for j(!) and i(∗); the proof for j(∗) and i(!) is similar.

To prove the claim for j(!), it is enough to treat the case where Z contains only

one (closed) stratum Xs. In this case, the subcategory D+
E introduced in the proof

of Lemma 2.4 is generated (as a triangulated category) by all complexes

E → i∗i
∗E

for E in ParityS (X,E). (Indeed, if E = Es{m} for some m ∈ Z this complex is
homotopic to 0.) Hence we have

K(D+
O ) ⊂ D+

K , F(D+
O ) ⊂ D+

F .

Since the functors j∗ and ι commute with the functors K(−) and F(−), we deduce
the commutativity for the functors j(!).

Finally, to prove the claim for the functors i(∗) we observe that the formation of
triangle (2.7) commutes with K(−) and F(−) in the obvious sense, which implies
the desired commutativity. �

2.5. Locally closed inclusions. The previous section dealt with open and closed
inclusions. In this section, we construct pullback and push-forward functors for any
locally closed inclusion h : Y ↪→ X.

Lemma 2.6. Consider a commutative diagram

W
� � i′ //� _

j′

��

Z� _

j

��
Y �
� i // X
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where W , Z and Y are unions of strata, and assume that i, i′ are closed embeddings
and j, j′ are open embeddings. Then there exist natural isomorphisms of functors

j(!)i
′
∗
∼= i∗j

′
(!), j(∗)i

′
∗
∼= i∗j

′
(∗), i′(!)j∗ ∼= j′∗i(!), i′(∗)j∗ ∼= j′∗i(∗).

Proof. It is enough to prove the first isomorphism: then the second one follows
using Verdier duality (see (2.8)), and the third by adjunction. Finally, the fourth
isomorphism follows from the second one by adjunction. We will prove this claim
by induction on the number of strata in X.

If Z = Y = X then W is a union of connected components of X, and the claim
is easily checked.

Now assume that Z 6= X, and choose a closed stratum Xs contained in X r Z.
Set X ′ := X rXs, Y

′ := Y ∩X ′. Then one can complete our diagram to

(2.9)

W �
� //� _

��

Z� _

��
Y ′
� � //� _

��

X ′� _

��
Y �
� // X.

By induction the claim is known for the upper part of the diagram, so that it is
enough to prove it for the lower part. If Xs ⊂ Y then this claim was proved in
Lemma 2.4(2). If Xs 6⊂ Y , then Y ′ = Y , and a similar argument applies.

Finally, consider the case Z = X but Y 6= X. If W = Y there is nothing to
prove. Otherwise we choose a closed stratum Xs ⊂ Y not included in W , and set
X ′ := XrXs, Y

′ := Y rXs. Then we have a diagram as in (2.9) (with Z replaced
by X ′ in the upper right corner), and we conclude using induction, Lemma 2.4(2)
and the preceding cases. �

Lemma 2.6 allows us to define unambiguously, for any locally closed inclusion of
strata h : Y → X, the functors

h(!), h(∗) : Dmix
S (Y,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E), h(∗), h(!) : Dmix
S (X,E)→ Dmix

S (Y,E).

Let us explain the case of h(!). We first observe that if h = i ◦ j with i : Z ↪→ X
a closed inclusion and j : Y ↪→ Z an open inclusion, the functor i∗ ◦ j(!) does not
depend on the choice of Z (up to isomorphism). Indeed, applying Lemma 2.6 to
the commutative diagram

Y � _

jY

��

Y � _

j

��
Y �
� iY // Z

we obtain that j(!) ∼= iY ∗jY (!), and then i∗ ◦ j(!) ∼= (i ◦ iY )∗jY (!), which does not

depend on the choice of Z. A similar argument using X r (Y r Y ) shows that if
h = j ◦ i with i : Y ↪→ U a closed inclusion and j : U ↪→ X an open inclusion, then
the functor j(!)i∗ does not depend on the choice of U (up to isomorphism). Finally,
another application of Lemma 2.6 tells us that all these functors are isomorphic to
each other; they define the functor h(!).

One can easily check (using again Lemma 2.6) that if h : Y ↪→ Z and k : Z ↪→ X
are locally closed inclusions then we have

(k ◦ h)(!)
∼= k(!)h(!), (k ◦ h)(∗) ∼= k(∗)h(∗), (k ◦ h)(!) ∼= h(!)k(!), (k ◦ h)(∗) ∼= h(∗)k(∗).
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Moreover, using (2.8) we have

(2.10) DX ◦ h(!)
∼= h(∗) ◦ DY , DY ◦ h(!) ∼= h(∗) ◦ DX .

Finally, using Proposition 2.5 we have

(2.11)
F ◦ h(!)

∼= h(!) ◦ F, F ◦ h(∗) ∼= h(∗) ◦ F,
K ◦ h(!)

∼= h(!) ◦K, K ◦ h(∗) ∼= h(∗) ◦K,

and similarly for h(!) and h(∗).

Remark 2.7. Assume Y = Xs is a stratum, so that h = is. The functor i∗s :
Db

S (X,E) → Db
S (Xs,E) restricts to a functor ParityS (X,E) → ParityS (Xs,E),

which itself defines functor i
[∗]
s : Dmix

S (X,E) → Dmix
S (Xs,E) between bounded

homotopy categories. We claim that this functor is isomorphic to i
(∗)
s . Indeed, by

construction of i
(∗)
s one can assume that Xs is closed in X. In this case is(∗) is simply

the functor induced by is∗, considered as a functor ParityS (Xs,E)→ ParityS (X,E).

The latter functor is right adjoint both to i
[∗]
s and i

(∗)
s , which implies that these

functors are isomorphic. In particular, we deduce that

HomDmix
S (X,E)(E , is(∗)F{n}[m]) ∼=

{
HomDb

S (Xs,E)(i
∗
sE ,F{n}) if m = 0;

0 otherwise.

for any E in ParityS (X,E) and F in ParityS (Xs,E).

Similarly, one can check that the functor i
(!)
s is the functor induced by the re-

striction of i!s to ParityS (X,E), and deduce an explicit description of the E-module
HomDmix

S (X,E)(is(!)F , E{n}[m]) for E in ParityS (X,E) and F in ParityS (Xs,E).

2.6. Stratified morphisms. Let Y =
⊔
t∈T Yt be another variety stratified by

affine spaces and satisfying (A1). We will say that a map f : X → Y is stratified
if the following two conditions hold:

(1) For each t ∈ T , f−1(Yt) is a union of strata.
(2) For each Xs ⊂ f−1(Yt), the map fst : Xs → Yt induced by f is a trivial

fibration, i.e. we have dimXs ≥ dimYt, and fst is identified with the natural
projection AdimXs → AdimYt .

Note that these conditions imply that f is stratified in the sense of [JMW, Defini-
tion 2.32], and even in the sense of [JMW, Definition 2.33].

According to [JMW, Proposition 2.34], if f is stratified and proper, then f! = f∗
sends parity complexes to parity complexes, and thus induces a functor

f! = f∗ : Dmix
S (X,E)→ Dmix

T (Y,E).

On the other hand, if f is stratified and smooth of relative dimension d, it is easy
to see from the definitions that f∗ ∼= f !{−2d} sends parity complexes to parity
complexes as well, and hence also induces a functor Dmix

T (Y,E)→ Dmix
S (X,E). Let

f† := f∗{d} ∼= f !{−d} : Dmix
T (Y,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E).

This functor has the advantage that it commutes with Verdier duality.
If f is both proper and smooth, then the functors above inherit the adjunction

properties of the corresponding functors between Db
S (X,E) and Db

T (Y,E). In
particular, if we let

f† := f∗{d} and f‡ := f∗{−d},
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then f† is left adjoint to f†, and f‡ is right adjoint to f†.

Proposition 2.8. Let f : X → Y be a proper, smooth stratified morphism. Let
h : Z → Y be the inclusion of a locally closed union of strata, and form the diagram

f−1(Z)
h′ //

f ′

��

X

f

��
Z

h
// Y.

Then f ′ is proper, smooth and stratified, and we have the following natural isomor-
phisms of functors:

f∗ ◦ h′(∗) ∼= h(∗) ◦ f ′∗, f∗ ◦ h′(!) ∼= h(!) ◦ f ′∗,(2.12)

h′(∗) ◦ f† ∼= f ′† ◦ h(∗), h′(!) ◦ f† ∼= f ′† ◦ h(!),(2.13)

f† ◦ h(∗) ∼= h′(∗) ◦ f
′†, f† ◦ h(!)

∼= h′(!) ◦ f
′†,(2.14)

h(∗) ◦ f∗ ∼= f ′∗ ◦ h′(∗), h(!) ◦ f∗ ∼= f ′∗ ◦ h′(!).(2.15)

Proof. By the considerations of §2.5, it is enough to treat the cases where h is either
an open inclusion or a closed inclusion. If h is a closed inclusion, then (2.12) follows
from the fact that the functors

f∗ ◦ h′∗, h∗ ◦ f∗ : ParityS (f−1(Z),E)→ ParityS (X,E)

are isomorphic. The same reasoning proves (2.14) when h is a closed inclusion.
Both (2.13) and (2.15) hold similarly when h is an open inclusion.

The remaining cases can now be handled by adjunction. Observe that f∗ ◦ h′(∗)
is right adjoint to h′(∗) ◦ f∗, and h(∗) ◦ f ′∗ is right adjoint to f ′∗ ◦ h(∗). Thus,
when h is an open inclusion, the first isomorphism in (2.12) follows from a known
case of (2.13). Similar reasoning establishes the second isomorphism in (2.12) for
open inclusions as well. Likewise, we deduce (2.14) from (2.15) when h is an open
inclusion. If h a closed inclusion, then we deduce (2.13) and (2.15) from (2.12)
and (2.14), respectively. �

2.7. Modular reduction and Hom spaces. If F•,G• are bounded complexes of
objects of ParityS (X,E), one can form, in the usual way, a complex of E-modules
Hom•(F•,G•) whose k-th term is given by

∏
j−i=k Hom(F i,Gj). We denote the

image of this complex in Db(E-mod) by RHom(F•,G•). This construction gives us
a triangulated bifunctor

RHom : Dmix
S (X,E)op ×Dmix

S (X,E)→ Db(E-mod)

satisfying Hom(F•,G•) ∼= H0(RHom(F•,G•)).

Lemma 2.9. For F ,G ∈ Dmix
S (X,O), there exists a natural bifunctorial isomor-

phism

F
L
⊗O RHom(F ,G)

∼−→ RHom
(
F(F),F(G)

)
.

Proof. For F•, G• bounded complexes of objects of ParityS (X,O), we have a nat-
ural and bifunctorial morphism Hom•(F•,G•)→ Hom•

(
F(F•),F(G•)

)
. Passing to
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derived (resp. homotopy) categories and using adjunction we deduce a morphism
of bifunctors

F
L
⊗O RHom(−,−)→ RHom

(
F(−),F(−)

)
.

The fact that this morphism is an isomorphism follows from the fact that for
F ,G in ParityS (X,O) the O-module Hom(F ,G) is free, and the natural morphism
F⊗O Hom(F ,G)→ Hom(F(F),F(G)) is an isomorphism. (See the proof of [JMW,
Proposition 2.40].) �

Lemma 2.10. For F ,G ∈ Dmix
S (X,O), there is a natural short exact sequence

0→ F⊗O Hom(F ,G)→ Hom
(
F(F),F(G)

)
→ TorO1

(
F,Hom(F ,G[1])

)
→ 0.

Proof. In Db(O-mod), consider the distinguished triangle

τ≤0 RHom(F ,G)→ RHom(F ,G)→ τ≥1 RHom(F ,G)→,
where τ≤0 and τ≥1 are the truncation functors with respect to the natural t-
structure. Now apply the functor F⊗LO (−). Since O-mod has global dimension 1,

the object F⊗LO τ≥1 RHom(F ,G) can have nonzero cohomology only in degrees ≥ 0.

On the other hand, since F⊗LO (−) is right t-exact, F⊗LO τ≤0 RHom(F ,G) can have
nonzero cohomology only in degrees ≤ 0. Thus, as a portion of the long exact
cohomology sequence, we find the short exact sequence

0→ H0
(
F
L
⊗O τ≤0 RHom(F ,G)

)
→ H0

(
F
L
⊗O RHom(F ,G)

)
→

H0
(
F
L
⊗O τ≥1 RHom(F ,G)

)
→ 0.

By right t-exactness again, the first term is identified with F⊗OH
0
(
RHom(F ,G)

) ∼=
F ⊗O Hom(F ,G). By Lemma 2.9, the second is identified with Hom

(
F(F),F(G)

)
.

For the last term, we study the distinguished triangle

H1
(
RHom(F ,G)

)
[−1]→ τ≥1 RHom(F ,G)→ τ≥2 RHom(F ,G)→ .

We apply F ⊗LO (−) again. Since Hi
(
F ⊗LO τ≥2 RHom(F ,G)

)
= 0 for i ∈ {−1, 0},

we have H0
(
F ⊗LO τ≥1 RHom(F ,G)

) ∼= H0
(
F ⊗LO Hom(F ,G[1])[−1]

) ∼= H−1
(
F ⊗LO

Hom(F ,G[1])
) ∼= TorO1

(
F,Hom(F ,G[1])

)
, as desired. �

3. Mixed perverse sheaves

The results of §§2.4–2.5 tell us that in the setting of Dmix
S (X,E), we have avail-

able the full complement of ∗- and !-type pullback and push-forward functors for
all locally closed inclusions of unions of strata, satisfying the usual adjunction and
composition properties. We will henceforth follow the usual sheaf-theoretic conven-
tions for denoting these functors, dropping the extra parentheses that were used in
the previous section.

3.1. Perverse t-structure. In this subsection we define the perverse t-structure
on the category Dmix

S (X,E). For any s ∈ S we define the objects

∆mix
s := is!EXs , ∇mix

s := is∗EXs

in Dmix
S (X,S ). We will informally refer to these objects as standard and costandard

sheaves, respectively. (This terminology will be justified in §3.2.) By (2.10) we have

(3.1) DX(∆mix
s ) = ∇mix

s .
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Moreover, because is! and is∗ commute with K(−) and F(−), see (2.11), we have

(3.2)
K(∆mix

s (O)) ∼= ∆mix
s (K), K(∇mix

s (O)) ∼= ∇mix
s (K),

F(∆mix
s (O)) ∼= ∆mix

s (F), F(∇mix
s (O)) ∼= ∇mix

s (F).

Lemma 3.1. Suppose X = Xs consists of a single stratum. There is an equivalence
of categories

H : Dmix
S (X,E)

∼−→ Db(E-gmod)

such that H(EX) ∼= E, and such that H commutes with 〈1〉.

In the statement and proof of this lemma, we denote by 〈1〉 : E-gmod→ E-gmod
the shift-of-grading functor, following the conventions of [AR2, §1.8].

Proof. Let ProjfZ(E) denote the additive category of graded finitely generated pro-
jective (or equivalently free) E-modules. Consider the equivalence of categories

γ : ParityS (X,E)
∼−→ ProjfZ(E) defined by

γ(F) =
⊕
j

H−j−dimX(X,F)〈−j〉.

(Here, each cohomology group is regarded as a graded E-module concentrated in
degree 0.) This equivalence satisfies γ ◦ {1} ∼= 〈−1〉 ◦ γ and γ(EX) = E. It induces

an equivalence γ : Dmix
S (X,E)

∼−→ KbProjfZ(E).

Now, any object M ∈ ProjfZ(E) is (in a canonical way) a finite direct sum M ∼=⊕
jMj〈−j〉, where Mj is a free E-module concentrated in degree 0. Given a com-

plex M• ∈ KbProjfZ(E), decompose each term M i in this way: M i ∼=
⊕

jM
i
j〈−j〉.

Let us define a new complex ρ(M•) ∈ KbProjfZ(E) by

ρ(M•)i =
⊕
j

M i+j
j 〈−j〉,

with the differential induced by that of M•. It is clear that ρ : KbProjfZ(E) →
KbProjfZ(E) is an equivalence of triangulated categories, and that it satisfies ρ ◦
〈1〉 ∼= [−1]〈1〉 ◦ ρ and ρ(E) = E.

Finally, there is a natural equivalence KbProjfZ(E)
∼−→ Db(E-gmod). Let H be

the composition

Dmix
S (X,E)

γ−→ KbProjfZ(E)
ρ−→ KbProjfZ(E)

∼−→ Db(E-gmod).

One can easily check that H(E) = E and H ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= 〈1〉 ◦H, as desired. �

The following observation will be useful in the sequel.

Lemma 3.2. For s, t ∈ S , we have

HomDmix
S (X,E)(∆

mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉[i]) ∼=

{
E if s = t and n = i = 0,

0 otherwise.

Proof. Assume first that s 6= t. Replacing if necessary X by Xs ∪ Xt, one can
assume that either Xs or Xt is open in X. In the former case we have

HomDmix
S (X,E)(∆

mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉[i]) ∼= HomDmix
S (Xs,E)(EXs

, i∗s∇mix
t 〈n〉[i]) = 0

since ∇mix
t is supported on Xt. In the latter case we have

HomDmix
S (X,E)(∆

mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉[i]) ∼= HomDmix
S (Xt,E)(i

∗
t∆

mix
s ,EXt〈n〉[i]) = 0
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since ∆mix
s is supported on Xs.

Now assume s = t. Replacing if necessary X by Xs, one can assume that Xs is
open in X. Then adjunction and Lemma 3.1 give

Hom(∆mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉[i]) ∼= ExtiE-gmod(E,E〈n〉),
and the result follows. �

Definition 3.3. If X consists of a single stratum, the perverse t-structure on
Dmix

S (X,E), denoted by (pDmix
S (X,E)≤0, pDmix

S (X,E)≥0), is the transport of the
natural t-structure on Db(E-gmod) via the equivalence of Lemma 3.1.

If X consists of more than one stratum, the perverse t-structure on Dmix
S (X,E)

is the t-structure given by
pDmix

S (X,E)≤0 = {F ∈ Dmix
S (X,E) | for all s ∈ S , i∗sF ∈ pDmix

S (Xs,E)≤0},
pDmix

S (X,E)≥0 = {F ∈ Dmix
S (X,E) | for all s ∈ S , i!sF ∈ pDmix

S (Xs,E)≥0}.
(The fact that the categories above constitute a t-structure follows from the general
theory of recollement [BBD, §1.4].) The heart of this t-structure is denoted

Pmix
S (X,E),

and objects in the heart are called mixed perverse sheaves.

The perverse t-structure is clearly bounded. Note also that the Tate twist 〈1〉 is
t-exact for the perverse t-structure.

For the next statement, choose a uniformizer $ ∈ O, and let ′∇mix
s be the cone

of the morphism $ · id : ∇s(O)→ ∇s(O).

Proposition 3.4. The perverse t-structure on Dmix
S (X,E) is uniquely characterized

by each of the following statements:

(1) pDmix
S (X,E)≤0 is generated under extensions by the ∆mix

s 〈n〉[m] with s ∈ S ,
n ∈ Z, and m ≥ 0.

(2) If E = O, pDmix
S (X,O)≥0 is generated under extensions by the ∇mix

s 〈n〉[m]
and ′∇mix

s 〈n〉[m] with s ∈ S , n ∈ Z, and m ≤ 0.
If E = K or F, pDmix

S (X,O)≥0 is generated under extensions by the
∇mix
s 〈n〉[m] with s ∈ S , n ∈ Z, and m ≤ 0.

Moreover, when E = K or F, the functor DX is t-exact.

Proof. Characterizations of this sort for t-structures arising from recollement are
explained in a general setting in [B1, Proposition 1]. In the case where E = K or
F, the stability of the t-structure under DX follows from (3.1). �

The truncation functors for the perverse t-structure will be denoted by
pτ≤0 : Dmix

S (X,E)→ pDmix
S (X,E)≤0, pτ≥0 : Dmix

S (X,E)→ pDmix
S (X,E)≥0,

and the cohomology functors by
pHi : Dmix

S (X,E)→ Pmix
S (X,E).

For each s ∈ S , we define an object ICmix
s (E) ∈ Pmix

S (X,E) by

ICmix
s (E) := im(pτ≥0∆mix

s (E)→ pτ≤0∇mix
s (E)).

If E = K or F, each ICmix
s (E) is self-Verdier-dual, and the objects {ICmix

s (E)〈n〉 |
s ∈ S , n ∈ Z} form a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple objects of
the finite-length abelian category Pmix

S (X,E). See [BBD, Proposition 1.4.26].
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It follows from Proposition 3.4 and (3.2) that K(−) : Dmix
S (X,O)→ Dmix

S (X,K)
is t-exact. In particular, it follows that we have

K(ICmix
s (O)) = ICmix

s (K).

By similar arguments, the functor F(−) : Dmix
S (X,O) → Dmix

S (X,F) is right t-
exact. More precisely, if F is in Pmix

S (X,O) then pHi(F(F)) = 0 for i /∈ {0,−1}. A

study of the stalks and costalks of ICmix
s (O) in this spirit (using [BBD, Corollaire

1.4.24]) shows that

(3.3) F(ICmix
s (O)) ∈ Pmix

S (X,F).

The following lemma follows from the definitions, and the fact that i∗s, i
!
s and

the equivalence of Lemma 3.1 commute with the functors F(−).

Lemma 3.5. If F ∈ Dmix
S (X,O) is such that F(F) ∈ Pmix

S (X,F), then F ∈
Pmix

S (X,O).

Lemma 3.6. If Xs is smooth, then ICmix
s (E) ∼= EXs

.

Proof. Because Xs is smooth, we certainly have Es(E) ∼= EXs
, so EXs

makes sense

as an object of Dmix
S (X,E). The result then follows from the criterion in [BBD,

Corollaire 1.4.24], using Remark 2.7. �

The next few lemmas deal with the setting of §2.6.

Lemma 3.7. Let f : X → Y be a proper, smooth stratified morphism of relative
dimension d. If Xs ⊂ f−1(Yt), then

f∗∆
mix
s
∼= ∆mix

t {dimYt − dimXs} and f∗∇mix
s
∼= ∇mix

t {dimXs − dimYt}.
Furthermore, when E = O, we have f∗(

′∇mix
s ) ∼= ′∇mix

t {dimXs − dimYt}.

Proof. It is clear that the morphism fs,t : Xs → Yt induces functors fst! and
f !
st between ParityS (Xs,E) and ParityT (Yt,E), and hence also functors denoted

similarly between Dmix
S (Xs,E) and Dmix

T (Yt,E). And it follows from the definitions
and Remark 2.7 that we have an isomorphism i!sf

! ∼= f !
sti

!
t. By adjunction we deduce

an isomorphism f!is! ∼= it!fst!. Applying this isomorphism to EXs
we deduce the

first isomorphism from the observation that fst!EXs
∼= EYt

{dimYt − dimXs}.
The second isomorphism can be proved similarly. Finally, when E = O, the

last assertion follows from the fact that f∗ takes $ · id : ∇mix
s → ∇mix

s to $ · id :
∇mix
t {dimXs − dimYt} → ∇mix

t {dimXs − dimYt}. �

Corollary 3.8. Let f : X → Y be a proper, smooth stratified morphism.

(1) The functor f† is right t-exact.
(2) The functor f‡ is left t-exact.
(3) The functor f† is t-exact.

Proof. Parts (1) and (2) follow from Lemma 3.7 and the description of the t-
structure in Proposition 3.4. For part (3), since f† has a right t-exact left adjoint,
it is left t-exact, and since it has a left t-exact right adjoint, it is right t-exact. �

Corollary 3.9. Let f : X → Y be a proper, smooth stratified morphism with
connected fibers. For any stratum Yt ⊂ Y , we have

f†ICmix
t
∼= ICmix

s ,

where Xs is the unique open stratum in f−1(Yt).
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Note that f−1(Yt) does indeed contain a unique open stratum: by the assump-
tions on f , it is smooth and connected, and hence irreducible.

Proof. Let i′s : Xs ↪→ f−1(Yt) and h : f−1(Yt) ↪→ X be the inclusion maps, so that
is = h ◦ i′s. Using Proposition 2.8 and the t-exactness of f† (see Corollary 3.8),

we see that f†ICmix
t
∼= h!∗Ef−1(Yt). (Here, as usual, h!∗ denotes the image of the

natural map pτ≥0h! → pτ≤0h∗.) By Lemma 3.6, Ef−1(Yt)
∼= (i′s)!∗EXs

, so f†ICmix
t
∼=

(is)!∗EXs
∼= ICmix

s , as desired. �

3.2. Quasihereditary structure for field coefficients. We now impose an ad-
ditional hypothesis on our space X:

(A2) For each s ∈ S , the objects ∆mix
s (E) and ∇mix

s (E) are perverse.

This hypothesis, an analogue of [BBD, Corollaire 4.1.3], will remain in effect for
the remainder of Section 3. In Section 4 we will prove that (partial) flag varieties of
Kac–Moody groups (endowed with the Bruhat stratification) satisfy this condition.
Since F(∆mix

s (O)) ∼= ∆mix
s (F), Lemma 3.5 tells us that it is enough to check (A2)

when E = K or F.
Note that under hypothesis (A2), the objects ′∇mix

s appearing in Proposition 3.4
are perverse. Indeed, that proposition tells us that ′∇mix

s lies in pDmix
S (X,O)≥0.

But because it is the cone of a morphism ∇mix
s (O) → ∇mix

s (O) in Pmix
S (X,O), it

also lies in pDmix
S (X,O)≤0.

Proposition 3.10. Assume that E = K or F. Then Pmix
S (X,E) is a graded quasi-

hereditary category in the sense of Definition A.1, and the ∆mix
s 〈n〉 (resp. ∇mix

s 〈n〉)
are precisely the standard (resp. costandard) objects therein.

Proof. The only axiom in Definition A.1 which may not be an obvious consequence
of the assumption (A2) and the theory of recollement is the last one, which requires
that

Ext2
Pmix

S (X,E)(∆
mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉) = 0

for all s, t ∈ S and n ∈ Z. To see this, recall (see e.g. [BGS, Lemma 3.2.3]) that
there is a natural injective morphism

Ext2
Pmix

S (X,E)(∆
mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉) ↪→ HomDmix
S (X,E)(∆

mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉[2]).

The right-hand side is zero by Lemma 3.2, and hence so is the left-hand side. �

We can now invoke Proposition A.4: if E = K or F, then for each s ∈ S , there is
a unique indecomposable tilting object in Pmix

S (X,E) that is supported on Xs and
whose restriction to Xs is EXs

. We denote this object by T mix
s (E). Tilting objects

will be further discussed in §3.4. Similarly, we have indecomposable projective
objects Pmix

s (E) for s ∈ S .

3.3. Projective and tilting objects for general coefficients. The general ma-
chinery of Appendix A certainly cannot apply to Pmix

S (X,O), since the latter is not
linear over a field. Nevertheless, we continue the practice from §3.1 of referring to
the objects ∆mix

s (O)〈n〉 (resp. ∇mix
s (O)〈n〉) as “standard” (resp. “costandard”) ob-

jects. We will also freely use the terminology of Definition A.2 concerning standard
and costandard filtrations.

We will see below that the structure theory of projective and tilting objects in
Pmix

S (X,O) strongly resembles that of quasihereditary categories. For ordinary (not
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mixed) perverse O-sheaves, the theory of projective perverse O-sheaves is developed
in detail in [RSW, §§2.3–2.4], and that of tilting perverse O-sheaves is developed
in [AR2, §§B.2–B.3]. The theory developed in Section 2 and the present section
allows us to copy the arguments of those sources almost verbatim. (The only
modifications are those needed to keep track of Tate twists.) We restate those
results below without proof.

Lemma 3.11 ([RSW, Lemma 2.1.6]). The category Pmix
S (X,O) satisfies the Krull–

Schmidt property.

Proposition 3.12 ([RSW, §§2.3–2.4]). (1) If P is a projective object in the
category Pmix

S (X,O), then F(P) is a projective object in Pmix
S (X,F).

(2) The category Pmix
S (X,O) has enough projectives. Every projective admits a

standard filtration, and every object admits a finite projective resolution.
(3) If P,P ′ ∈ Pmix

S (X,O) are both projective, then Hom(P,P ′) is a free O-
module, and the natural map F⊗O Hom(P,P ′)→ Hom(F(P),F(P ′)) is an
isomorphism.

(4) For any s ∈ S , there exists a unique indecomposable projective object
Pmix
s (O) in Pmix

S (X,O) such that F(Pmix
s (O)) ∼= Pmix

s (F). Any projective
object in Pmix

S (X,O) is isomorphic to a direct sum of various Pmix
s (O)〈n〉.

Proposition 3.13 ([AR2, Proposition B.3]). (1) If T ∈ Pmix
S (X,O) is tilting,

then F(T ) is a tilting object in Pmix
S (X,F).

(2) If T , T ′ ∈ Pmix
S (X,O) are both tilting, then Hom(T , T ′) is a free O-module,

and the natural map F⊗O Hom(T , T ′)→ Hom(F(T ),F(T ′)) is an isomor-
phism.

(3) For any s ∈ S , there exists a unique indecomposable tilting object T mix
s (O)

in Pmix
S (X,O) such that F(T mix

s (O)) ∼= T mix
s (F). Any tilting object in

Pmix
S (X,O) is isomorphic to a direct sum of various T mix

s (O)〈n〉.

3.4. Tilting objects and equivalences. In this subsection, E may be any of K,
O, or F. The objects T mix

s (E) have now been defined in all cases. We denote by

Tiltmix
S (X,E) ⊂ Pmix

S (X,E)

the full additive subcategory consisting of tilting objects.

Lemma 3.14 ([AR2, Lemma B.5]). The natural functors

KbTiltmix
S (X,E)→ DbPmix

S (X,E)→ Dmix
S (X,E).

are equivalences of categories.

Lemma 3.15 ([AR2, Lemma B.6]). The following diagram commutes up to iso-
morphism of functors:

KbTiltmix
S (X,O)

∼ //

KbF0

��

DbPmix
S (X,O)

∼ //

LF0

��

Dmix
S (X,O)

F(−)

��
KbTiltmix

S (X,F)
∼ // DbPmix

S (X,F)
∼ // Dmix

S (X,F)

There is a similar commutative diagram for K(−).

Lemma 3.16. If n 6≡ dimXs − dimXt (mod 2), then

(T mix
s : ∆mix

t 〈n〉) = (T mix
s : ∇mix

t 〈n〉) = 0.
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Proof. Recall the decomposition (2.2) of Dmix
S (X,E) into even and odd objects.

Assume without loss of generality that dimXs is even. Then T mix
s is an even

object. Any standard object occurring in a standard filtration of T mix
s must also be

even, and ∆mix
t 〈n〉 is even if and only if n ≡ dimXt (mod 2). The same argument

establishes the rest of the lemma. �

3.5. Equivariant mixed perverse sheaves. In this subsection and the follow-
ing one we treat some extensions of our theory: we explain how to adapt the con-
structions to define the mixed equivariant derived category, and the mixed derived
category of an ind-variety.

Assume as above that we are given a complex algebraic variety X =
⊔
s∈S Xs

equipped with a finite algebraic stratification by affine spaces. Assume in addition
that X is endowed with an action of a connected algebraic group H, and that
each stratum is H-stable. We also assume that, for all i ∈ Z≥0, we have that

H2i+1
H (pt;E) = 0 and H2i

H(pt;E) is a free E-module. (By a standard spectral se-
quence argument, this implies in particular that for all s ∈ S we have isomorphisms
of graded algebras H•H(Xs;E) ∼= H•H(pt;E).)

Let Db
H(X,E) denote the H-equivariant constructible derived category of X in

the sense of Bernstein–Lunts [BL], and let Db
H,S (X,E) be the full triangulated

subcategory of Db
H(X,E) consisting of objects that are constructible with respect

to our fixed stratification.
Because H is assumed to be connected, the category of H-equivariant local

systems on an affine space Xs coincides with the category of (non-equivariant)
local systems. In particular, conditions [JMW, (2.1) and (2.2)] are satisfied, so
that we can consider the full additive subcategory ParityH,S (X,E) ⊂ Db

H,S (X,E)

consisting of parity complexes. (If the strata of our stratification are precisely the
H-orbits, then Db

H,S (X,E) = Db
H(X,E), and we may simply write ParityH(X,E)

instead of ParityH,S (X,E), and likewise for the other notations introduced below.)
We assume that the following condition is satisfied:

(A1′) For each s ∈ S , there is an indecomposable parity complex E ′s(E) ∈
Db
H,S (X,E) that is supported on Xs and satisfies i∗sE ′s(E) ∼= EXs .

We can then study the triangulated category

Dmix
H,S (X,E) := KbParityH,S (X,E).

The theory developed in §§2.2–2.6 goes through for Dmix
H,S (X,E), with essentially

the same proofs. In particular we have an obvious analogue of Proposition 2.3, and
a Verdier duality functor DX which satisfies (2.10).

Note that assumption (A1′) above implies assumption (A1) of §2.1, so that we
can also consider the categoryDmix

S (X,E). The forgetful functor ParityH,S (X,E)→
ParityS (X,E) induces a functor For : Dmix

H,S (X,E)→ Dmix
S (X,E). If h : Y ↪→ X is

a locally closed inclusion of a union of strata, one can easily check that the following
diagram commutes up to isomorphism:

(3.4)

Dmix
H,S (Y,E)

h! //

For

��

Dmix
H,S (X,E)

For

��
Dmix

S (Y,E)
h! // Dmix

S (X,E).
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Similar remarks apply to the functors h∗, h
∗, h!. (This justifies our convention

that the functors will be denoted by the same symbol in the equivariant or non-
equivariant setting.) Likewise, if f : X → Y is an H-equivariant proper, smooth,
stratified morphism, there are commuative diagrams like that above for f† and f∗.

The next task is to equip Dmix
H,S (X,E) with a suitable t-structure.

Lemma 3.17. Suppose X = Xs consists of a single stratum. There is a unique t-
structure on Dmix

H,S (X,E) with respect to which the functors 〈1〉 and For are t-exact.
Moreover, For kills no nonzero object in the heart of that t-structure.

The argument below is elementary, but somewhat lengthy. If H is a solvable
group, it is possible to give a shorter proof based on Remark 3.20 below.

Proof. Let Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ ⊂ Dmix

H,S (X,E) be the full triangulated subcategory gen-

erated by the object EX (i.e., without Tate twists). We claim that the restriction

of For to Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ is fully faithful. It is enough to check that

HomDmix
H,S (X,E)(EX ,EX [k])

For−−→ HomDmix
S (X,E)(EX ,EX [k])

is an isomorphism for all k ∈ Z. When k 6= 0, both sides vanish. When k = 0,
these Hom-groups can instead be computed in ParityH,S (X,E) and ParityS (X,E),
respectively. Both are free rank-one E-modules generated by id : EX → EX .

Thus, For lets us identify Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ with the full triangulated subcategory of

Dmix
S (X,E) generated by EX . Composing For with the equivalence of Lemma 3.1,

we find that Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ is equivalent to{

M• ∈ Db(E-gmod)
∣∣∣ for all i ∈ Z, the graded E-module
Hi(M•) is concentrated in degree 0

}
.

It is easy to see that any complex M• ∈ Db(E-gmod) satisfying this condition is
quasi-isomorphic to a complex whose individual terms are concentrated in degree
zero. In other words, we have an equivalence

(3.5) Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ ∼= Db(E-mod),

where E-mod is identified with the subcategory of E-gmod consisting of graded
modules concentrated in degree zero.

Equip Dmix
H,S (X,E)◦ with the transport of the natural t-structure on Db(E-mod).

Let A◦ denote its heart. We will show that for any F ,G ∈ A◦, we have

(3.6) Hom(F ,G〈n〉[k]) = 0 if k ≤ 1 and n 6= 0.

To prove this, we may assume that F and G are indecomposable. Note that (3.5)
gives us a classification of the indecomposable objects in A◦. Suppose first that
F ∼= G ∼= EX . (This is the only case to consider if E is a field.) The group

Hom(EX ,EX〈n〉[k]) = Hom(EX ,EX{−n}[n + k]) is obviously zero if n + k 6= 0.

When n + k = 0, we have Hom(EX ,EX{−n}) ∼= H−nH (X;E). Our assumptions on
n and k imply that either −n < 0 or −n = 1. In both of these cases, we have
H−nH (X;E) = 0, as desired.

If E = O, there are other indecomposable objects that arise as the cone of
$m · id : OX → OX , where $ ∈ O is a uniformizer. In a minor abuse of notation,

we denote the cone of $m · id by O/$m
X . To finish the proof of (3.6), there are

two additional cases to consider:
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(1) F = EX and G = O/$m
X . Apply Hom(EX ,−) to the triangle

(3.7) EX〈n〉[k]→ G〈n〉[k]→ EX〈n〉[k + 1]
[1]−−→
$m

where n 6= 0. If k ≤ 0, it follows from the known cases of (3.6) that
Hom(EX ,G〈n〉[k]) = 0. For the case k = 1, note that the map

$m : Hom(EX ,EX〈n〉[2])→ Hom(EX ,EX〈n〉[2])

is injective: if n 6= −2, this Hom-group is zero, and if n = −2, it is iso-
morphic to H2

H(X;E), which is assumed to be a free E-module. Since
Hom(EX ,EX〈n〉[1]) is already known to vanish, the long exact sequence

associated to (3.7) shows that Hom(EX ,G〈n〉[1]) = 0.

(2) F = O/$r
X and G = EX or O/$m

X . Applying Hom(−,G〈n〉[k]) to the

distinguished triangle EX → F → EX [1]
[1]−−→
$r

, we obtain the sequence

· · · → Hom(EX ,G〈n〉[k − 1])→ Hom(F ,G〈n〉[k])→ Hom(EX ,G〈n〉[k])→ · · · .

The known cases of (3.6) imply that the middle term vanishes for k ≤ 1
and n 6= 0.

We have now proved (3.6) in all cases.
Next, we claim that for any n ∈ Z, we have

(3.8) A◦ ∗ A◦〈n〉[1] ⊂ A◦〈n〉[1] ∗ A◦.

If n 6= 0, it follows from (3.6) (with k = 0) that the left-hand side of (3.8) contains
only objects of the form F ⊕ G〈n〉[1] with F ,G ∈ A◦, so the containment asserted
in (3.8) certainly holds. On the other hand, if n = 0, both sides of (3.8) are
contained within Dmix

H,S (X,E)◦. In this case, (3.8) holds because A◦ is the heart of

a t-structure (see [BBD, Théorème 1.3.6 and (1.3.11)(ii)]).
Now, let A ⊂ Dmix

H,S (X,E) be the full subcategory whose objects are direct sums

of various F〈n〉 with F ∈ A◦ and n ∈ Z. It is immediate from (3.8) that

(3.9) A ∗ A[1] ⊂ A[1] ∗ A.

We claim that for any F ,G ∈ A, we have

(3.10) Hom(F ,G[k]) = 0 if k < 0.

We may assume without loss of generality that F ∈ A◦ and G ∈ A◦〈n〉 for some n.
If n 6= 0, then (3.10) follows from (3.6). If n = 0, then (3.10) holds because F and
G both lie in the heart of a t-structure on Dmix

H,S (X,E)◦.
Finally, we claim that A is closed under extensions, i.e., that

A ∗ A ⊂ A.

This follows from the following two observations: (1) we have A◦∗A◦ ⊂ A◦, because
A◦ is the heart of a t-structure; and (2) for n 6= 0, we have A◦∗A◦〈n〉 = A◦⊕A◦〈n〉,
as can be seen using (3.6) for k = 1.

Because A is closed under direct sums and satisfies (3.9) and (3.10), [BBD,
Proposition 1.2.4] tells us that it is an “admissible abelian” category in the sense
of [BBD, Définition 1.2.5]. (See also [BBD, (1.3.11)(ii) and Remarque 1.3.14].)
Then, by [BBD, Proposition 1.3.13], since A is also closed under extensions, it is
the heart of a t-structure on Dmix

H,S (X,E).
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It is clear by construction that this new t-structure is the unique t-structure
whose heart contains A◦ and is stable under 〈n〉. The latter two properties must
be had by any t-structure with respect to which 〈1〉 and For are t-exact, so the
uniqueness asserted in the lemma holds. Finally, we see from (3.5) that For kills no
nonzero object in A◦, and hence no nonzero object of A. �

Definition 3.18. If X consists of a single stratum, the perverse t-structure on
Dmix
H,S (X,E), denoted by (pDmix

H,S (X,E)≤0, pDmix
H,S (X,E)≥0), is the t-structure de-

scribed in Lemma 3.17. If X consists of more than one stratum, the perverse
t-structure on Dmix

H,S (X,E) is the t-structure given by

pDmix
H,S (X,E)≤0 = {F ∈ Dmix

S (X,E) | for all s ∈ S , i∗sF ∈ pDmix
H,S (Xs,E)≤0},

pDmix
H,S (X,E)≥0 = {F ∈ Dmix

S (X,E) | for all s ∈ S , i!sF ∈ pDmix
H,S (Xs,E)≥0}.

The heart of this t-structure is denoted by Pmix
H,S (X,E), and objects in the heart

are called equivariant mixed perverse sheaves.

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.17 and (3.4).

Lemma 3.19. The functor For : Dmix
H,S (X,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E) is t-exact with respect
to the perverse t-structures on both categories. Moreover, it kills no nonzero object
in Pmix

H,S (X,E). As a consequence, we have

pDmix
H,S (X,E)≤0 = {F ∈ Dmix

H,S (X,E) | For(F) ∈ pDmix
S (X,E)≤0};

pDmix
H,S (X,E)≥0 = {F ∈ Dmix

H,S (X,E) | For(F) ∈ pDmix
S (X,E)≥0}.

For any s ∈ S we can define the objects ∆mix
s := is!EXs

and ∇mix
s := is∗EXs

in

Dmix
H,S (X,E). By (3.4), the images of these objects under the functor For are the

objects denoted by the same symbols in Dmix
S (X,E). All results from §3.1 hold in

the equivariant setting, including, in particular, analogues of Proposition 3.4 and
Lemma 3.7.

Note that Proposition 3.10 does not hold in general in the equivariant setting
(even under assumption (A2)), because it may happen that

Ext2
Pmix
H,S (X,E)(∆

mix
s ,∇mix

t 〈n〉) 6= 0

for some s, t ∈ S and n ∈ Z. For the same reason, the functors in Lemma 3.14
may fail to be equivalences in the equivariant setting.

Remark 3.20. When H is a solvable group—as will be the case for our applications
in Sections 4–5—the equivariant perverse t-structure on a single stratum admits
an alternative description, in terms of Koszul duality. In this case, the equivariant
cohomology ring H•H(Xs;E) can be identified with the symmetric algebra S(V ) on
V := X∗(H)⊗Z E, where V is in degree 2. (Here X∗(H) is the character lattice of
H.) A variant of the proof of Lemma 3.1 gives us an equivalence of categories

γ′ : Dmix
H,S (Xs,E)

∼−→ Db(S-gmod),

where S = S(V ) with V placed now in degree −2, and S-gmod denotes the category
of finitely generated graded S-modules. Let T denote the exterior algebra

∧
(V ∗) on

V ∗ := HomE(V,E). We regard T as a differential bigraded algebra (or dgg-algebra)
by placing V ∗ in bidegree (−1, 2) and equipping it with the trivial differential (of
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bidegree (1, 0)). The version of Koszul duality developed in [MR, MR2] yields a
contravariant equivalence

Koszul : Db(S-gmod)
∼−→ T-dggmod,

where T-dggmod is the derived category of differential bigraded T-modules whose
cohomology is finitely generated over T. It can be checked that the perverse t-
structure on Dmix

H,S (Xs,E) corresponds via Koszul ◦ γ′ to the t-structure given by

(T-dggmod)≤0 = {M | H>0(M) = 0}, (T-dggmod)≥0 = {M | H<0(M) = 0}.
3.6. Ind-varieties. The theory of Sections 2–3 can also readily be extended to
the setting of ind-varieties. Suppose that X is an inductive system

X0 ↪→ X1 ↪→ X2 ↪→ · · ·
of complex algebraic varieties. Assume that each map in this system is a closed
inclusion. Assume also that each Xn is equipped with a finite stratification by affine
spaces as in §2.1, and that the inclusion Xn ↪→ Xn+1 identifies each stratum of Xn

with a stratum of Xn+1. Lastly, assume that condition (A1) holds on each Xn. It
then makes sense to speak of the “strata of X,” and, as explained in [JMW, §2.7],
to work with the category ParityS (X,E) of parity complexes on X. Recall that by
definition, every object of ParityS (X,E) is a finite direct sum of various Es(E){m}.
In particular, every object of ParityS (X,E) has support contained in some Xn. We
define Dmix

S (X,E) := KbParityS (X,E), just as for ordinary varieties. If X is acted
on by a (pro-)algebraic group, one can also consider equivariant versions of these
categories, as in §3.5.

The proof of Proposition 2.3 involves an induction argument on the number of
strata in Z, but no restriction on U . This argument goes through in the ind-variety
setting as long as Z is a closed union of finitely many strata. In particular, we have
that the push-forward functor Dmix

S (Z,E) → Dmix
S (X,E) is fully faithful. Because

every object of ParityS (X,E) (and hence of Dmix
S (X,E)) is supported on some Xn,

the natural functor
lim−→
n

Dmix
S (Xn,E)→ Dmix

S (X,E)

is an equivalence of categories. This observation lets us transfer most other results
from Sections 2–3 to the ind-variety setting. In particular, Dmix

S (X,E) has a per-
verse t-structure. Its heart Pmix

S (X,E) is a noetherian category; if E = K or F,
it is a finite-length category. If condition (A2) holds for X, then it makes sense
to speak of tilting objects in Pmix

S (X,E); they are classified the same way as in
§§3.2–3.3. Lemma 3.14 also holds in this setting. However, Pmix

S (X,E) does not, in
general, have enough projectives.

4. Partial flag varieties of Kac–Moody groups

Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the study of flag varieties of Kac–Moody groups.
According to [JMW, Theorem 4.6], any partial flag variety of a Kac–Moody group
(equipped with the Bruhat stratification) satisfies condition (A1′) of §3.5 (where
the group “H” is the Borel subgroup), and hence also condition (A1) of §2.1.1 The
main result of this section asserts that they also satisfy condition (A2) of §3.2.

1In [JMW, Theorem 4.6], an assumption is made on the ring of coefficients. However, this
assumption is not needed in the case I = ∅, which is the only case considered in the present

paper.
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4.1. Notation. Let G be a Kac–Moody group (over C), with standard Borel sub-
group B ⊂ G and maximal torus T ⊂ B. Let W be the Weyl group of G, and let
S ⊂ W be the set of simple reflections. Let B = G/B. The B-orbits on B are
parametrized by W ; for w ∈W , we denote the corresponding orbit by Bw. Recall
that the closures Bw are (finite-dimensional) projective varieties. In this way, B
has the structure of an ind-variety; see [JMW, §4.1] and the references therein.
Following [AR2, RSW], we denote by Db

(B)(B,E) the derived category of E-sheaves

that are constructible with respect to the stratification by B-orbits.
Because B satisfies (A1), the theory developed in Section 2 applies to B. We

will write Parity(B)(B,E), Dmix
(B) (B,E), etc., for the various categories arising in that

theory. In §§4.2–4.3 we will mainly work with the equivariant categories Db
B(B,E),

ParityB(B,E), and Dmix
B (B,E), and with the objects ∆mix

w , ∇mix
w of Dmix

B (B,E). Of
course all the results in these subsections have obvious counterparts in Dmix

(B) (B,E),

obtained by applying the forgetful functor For : Dmix
B (B,E)→ Dmix

(B) (B,E).

4.2. Projections on partial flag varieties. Given a subset I ⊂ S, let P I ⊂ G
denote the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup. Its Weyl group, denoted
WI , is the subgroup of W generated by I. When I is of finite type (i.e., when WI is a
finite group), the partial flag variety PI := G/P I is again an ind-variety. As above,
we can consider the categories Db

(B)(P
I ,E), Parity(B)(P

I ,E), and Dmix
(B) (PI ,E),

and the equivariant counterparts Db
B(PI ,E), ParityB(PI ,E), and Dmix

B (PI ,E).
Recall that the B-orbits on PI are parametrized by the set of left cosets W/WI .
For w ∈W , we denote by w its image in W/WI . Then one can consider the corre-
sponding B-orbit PI

w ⊂PI , as well as the objects ∆mix
w and ∇mix

w of Db
B(PI ,E).

Let πI : B →PI denote the natural projection map. This is a proper, smooth,
stratified map; its fibers are isomorphic to the (finite-dimensional) smooth projec-
tive variety P I/B. Let rI = dimP I/B, and let wI denote the longest element of

WI . Then `(wI) = rI . The variety BwI
is isomorphic to P I/B; in particular, it is

smooth of dimension rI .
Let W I ⊂W be the set of minimal-length representatives for W/WI . If w ∈W I ,

then of course wwI is the unique maximal-length representative of wWI . In the
special case where I is a singleton {s}, we will write πs : B → Ps instead of
π{s} : B → P{s}. In this case, of course, we have P I/B ∼= P1 and rI = 1. If
w ∈ W is such that ws < w, from the equivariant analogue of Lemma 3.7 we
deduce that

(4.1) πs†∆
mix
w
∼= ∆mix

w and πs‡∆
mix
ws
∼= ∆mix

w {−1}.

Lemma 4.1. Let w ∈ W , let s be a simple reflection, and assume that ws < w.
Consider the following morphisms, defined by adjunction:

η : ∆mix
w → πs†πs†∆

mix
w

(4.1)−−−→
∼

πs†∆mix
w ,

ε : πs†∆mix
w

(4.1)−−−→
∼

πs†πs‡∆
mix
ws {1} → ∆mix

ws {1}.

There exists a morphism f : ∆mix
ws {1} → ∆mix

w [1] that makes the following diagram
into a distinguished triangle in Dmix

B (B,E):

∆mix
w

η−→ πs†∆mix
w

ε−→ ∆mix
ws {1}

f−→ .

Of course, there is a similar statement involving costandard objects.
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Proof. Consider the variety Y sw := Bw t Bws = (πs)−1(Ps
w). This variety is

smooth, so the (equivariant) parity sheaf E ′Y s
w,w

associated with the stratum Bw ⊂
Y sw is simply the shifted constant sheaf EY s

w
= EY s

w
{`(w)}. Let j : Bw ↪→ Y sw and

i : Bws ↪→ Y sw be the inclusion maps. Applying the functorial distinguished triangle
j!j

! → id→ i∗i
∗ → to EY s

w
, we obtain a triangle

∆mix
Y s
w,w
→ EY s

w
→ ∆mix

Y s
w,ws
{1} → .

The middle term can be identified with πs†∆mix
Ps

w,w
. (Here we still denote by πs

the morphism Y sw → Ps
w induced by πs). Taking the !-direct image under the

embedding Y sw ↪→ B and using Proposition 2.8, we obtain a distinguished triangle

(4.2) ∆mix
w → πs†∆mix

w → ∆mix
ws {1}

[1]−→ .

Since

Hom(∆mix
w , πs†∆mix

w ) ∼= Hom(πs†∆
mix
w ,∆mix

w )
(4.1)∼= Hom(∆mix

w ,∆mix
w )

is free of rank one over E and since the first morphism in (4.2) is a generator (since
its image under the restriction to Y sw is), one can assume that this first morphism is
induced by adjunction. By a similar argument one can also assume that the second
morphism is induced by adjunction, which finishes the proof. �

4.3. Convolution. Recall that the (ordinary, not mixed) equivariant derived cat-
egory Db

B(B,E) is endowed with a “convolution product”

?B : Db
B(B,E)×Db

B(B,E)→ Db
B(B,E).

If fact, if m : G×B B → B is the morphism induced by the G-action on B, then,
by definition, for F ,G in Db

B(B,E) we have

F ?B G = m∗(F �̃ G)

where F �̃ G is the unique object of Db
B(G ×B B,E) whose inverse image under

the quotient morphism G×B → G×B B is F̃ � G; here F̃ is the inverse image of
F under the projection G → B. (To be really precise, this construction is correct
only in the case G is of finite type. We leave the necessary modifications in the
other cases to the interested reader.) The convolution product is associative.

According to [JMW, Theorem 4.8], the convolution product restricts to a func-
tor ?B : ParityB(B,E) × ParityB(B,E) → ParityB(B,E). Passing to homotopy
categories, we obtain a bifunctor

?B : Dmix
B (B,E)×Dmix

B (B,E)→ Dmix
B (B,E).

Remark 4.2. The same construction as above gives a functor ?B : Dmix
(B) (B,E) ×

Dmix
B (B,E)→ Dmix

(B) (B,E).

We will now study a number of special cases of convolution products. In the
following statement we will consider the objects EBwI

and EBe
. These objects are

(equivariant) parity sheaves, so that they make sense as objects of Dmix
B (B,E).

Lemma 4.3. Let I ⊂ S be of finite type. For any F in Dmix
B (B,E), there is

a functorial isomorphism θ : F ?B EBwI

∼−→ πI†πI‡F{rI} such that the following
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diagram commutes:

F ?B EBwI

//

o θ
��

F ?B EBe
{rI}

o

��
πI†πI‡F{rI} // F{rI}.

Here, the top horizontal map is induced by the adjunction map EBwI
→ ie∗i

∗
eEBwI

∼=
EBe{rI}, the bottom map by the adjunction πI†πI‡ → id, and the right-hand vertical
isomorphism is due to the fact that EBe is the unit for the convolution product.

In the setting of `-adic étale sheaves, this fact is well known; for an explanation,
see, e.g., the proof of [AR1, Proposition 12.2].

Proof. By the definition of our functors, it suffices to prove the lemma in the case
where F is a parity complex. Henceforth, we assume that this is the case.

Consider the space G×B BwI
and the maps p,m : G×B BwI

→ B given by p :

(g, hB) 7→ gB and m : (g, hB) 7→ ghB. By definition, F ?B EBwI

∼= m∗(F �̃EBwI
).

In this case, it is easy to see that the twisted external tensor product F �̃ EBwI

is naturally isomorphic to p∗F{rI}. We thus have F ?B EBwI

∼= m∗p
∗F{rI}. The

existence of θ then follows from the proper base change theorem and the fact the
following square is cartesian:

G×B BwI

p //

m

��

B

πI

��
B

πI

//PI .

Next, let h : B → G×B BwI
be the map h : gB 7→ (g, 1B). This map is a closed

embedding, and F �̃ EBe
∼= h∗F . Moreover, the natural map F �̃ EBwI

→ F �̃

EBe
{rI} can be identified with the morphism p∗F{rI} → h∗h

∗p∗F{rI} ∼= h∗F{rI}
induced by adjunction. The commutative diagram in the statement of the lemma
is obtained from the diagram

F �̃ EBwI

//

o
��

F �̃ EBe
{rI}

o
��

p∗F{rI} // h∗F{rI}

by applying m∗. �

Proposition 4.4. (1) If `(yw) = `(y) + `(w), then we have isomorphisms

∆mix
yw
∼= ∆mix

y ?B ∆mix
w , ∇mix

yw
∼= ∇mix

y ?B ∇mix
w

in Dmix
B (B,E).

(2) We have isomorphisms

∆mix
w ?B ∇mix

w−1
∼= EBe

∼= ∇mix
w−1 ?B ∆mix

w

in Dmix
B (B,E).
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Remark 4.5. This proposition is analogous to [BBM, Facts 2.2(a) and 2.2(b)]. The
functors (−) ?B ∆mix

w and (−) ?B ∇mix
w are denoted R!

w and R∗w, respectively, in
loc. cit. Note that [BBM, Fact 2.2(a)] contains a misprint: it should instead assert
that R!

w1
◦R!

w2
∼= R!

w2w1
when `(w2w1) = `(w1) + `(w2).

Proof. For both parts, by associativity of the convolution product it is enough
to consider the case where w is a simple reflection s. We will study convolution
products with the following distinguished triangle from Lemma 4.1:

(4.3) ∆mix
s → EBs

→ ∆mix
e {1}

[1]−→ .

For part (1), we assume that y is such that ys > y. Therefore, πs‡∆
mix
y
∼=

∆mix
y {−1} by (4.1). Applying ∆mix

y ?B (−) to (4.3) and using Lemma 4.3, we obtain

a triangle ∆mix
y ?B ∆mix

s → πs†∆mix
y → ∆mix

y {1}
[1]−→. This is again an instance of

the distinguished triangle in Lemma 4.1, which tells us that the first term must be
isomorphic to ∆mix

ys , as desired.

For part (2), we apply ∇mix
s {−1} ?B (−) to (4.3) to obtain the distinguished

triangle ∇mix
s ?B ∆mix

s {−1} → πs†∇mix
s → ∇mix

s

[1]−→. This triangle is Verdier dual
to (4.3). In particular, we have ∇mix

s ?B ∆mix
s
∼= ∇mix

e
∼= EBe . This proves the

second isomorphism. The first one can be proved similarly. �

Proposition 4.6. Let w ∈W .

(1) The functors

(−) ?B ∇mix
w , ∇mix

w ?B (−) : Dmix
B (B,E)→ Dmix

B (B,E)

are right t-exact with respect to the perverse t-structure.
(2) The functors

(−) ?B ∆mix
w , ∆mix

w ?B (−) : Dmix
B (B,E)→ Dmix

B (B,E)

are left t-exact with respect to the perverse t-structure.

In particular, for any w, y ∈W , ∇mix
y ?B ∆mix

w and ∆mix
w ?B ∇mix

y are perverse.

This statement is analogous to [ABG, Proposition 8.2.4]. (The proof in loc. cit.
seems to contain a misprint: it claims t-exactness properties opposite to those in
the statement above.)

Proof. Proposition 4.4 implies that (−)?B ∆mix
w (resp. ∆mix

w ?B (−)) is right adjoint
to (−)?B∇mix

w−1 (resp. ∇mix
w−1 ?B (−)). Since a right adjoint to a right t-exact functor

is left t-exact, it suffices to prove part (1) of the proposition.
Let s be a simple reflection. We claim that for any y ∈ W , we have ∆mix

y ?B

∇mix
s ∈ pDmix

B (B,E)≤0. If ys < y, then Proposition 4.4 tells us that ∆mix
y ?B∇mix

s
∼=

∆mix
ys . On the other hand, if ys > y, apply ∆mix

y ?B (−) to the Verdier dual of (4.3)

to obtain a triangle ∆mix
y {−1} → πs†∆mix

y → ∆mix
y ?B ∇mix

s

[1]−→. (Here, we have

used (4.1) and Lemma 4.3.) The claim follows from the fact that πs† is right t-exact
(see Corollary 3.8).

Since (−)?B∇mix
s takes every ∆mix

y to an object of pDmix
B (B,E)≤0, the equivari-

ant analogue of Proposition 3.4 tells us that (−) ?B ∇mix
s is right t-exact. Using

Propostion 4.4 and induction on the length of w, we find that (−) ?B ∇mix
w is right

t-exact for any w ∈W , as desired.
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The proof of right t-exactness for ∇mix
w ?B (−) is similar, but not quite identical.

As above, it is enough to prove that for any simple reflection s and any y ∈ W ,
we have ∇mix

s ?B ∆mix
y ∈ pDmix

B (B,E)≤0. Also as above, if sy < y, then ∇mix
s ?B

∆mix
y
∼= ∆mix

sy ∈ pDmix
B (B,E)≤0. Suppose now that sy > y. Applying (−) ?B ∆mix

y

to (4.3) yields a triangle ∆mix
sy → EBs

?B ∆mix
y → ∆mix

y {1}
[1]−→. This triangle shows

that EBs
?B ∆mix

y ∈ pDmix
B (B,E)≤0. Now, apply (−) ?B ∆mix

y to the Verdier dual

of (4.3) to obtain a triangle ∆mix
y {−1} → EBs

?B ∆mix
y → ∇mix

s ?B ∆mix
y

[1]−→. From

the preceding observation, we conclude that ∇mix
s ?B ∆mix

y ∈ pDmix
B (B,E)≤0, as

desired. �

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.7. For any I ⊂ S of finite type, the partial flag variety PI satisfies
assumption (A2) of §3.2.

This result applies, in particular, to the full flag variety B.

Proof. As observed in §3.2 it is enough to treat the case E = K or F, which we
assume from now on. Moreover, since DX is t-exact in this case, it is enough
to prove that the objects ∆mix

w are perverse. Finally, since the forgetful functor
For : Dmix

B (PI ,E)→ Dmix
(B) (PI ,E) is t-exact, it is enough to prove that the objects

∆mix
w of Dmix

B (PI ,E) is perverse.
When I is empty, the objects ∆mix

w
∼= ∆mix

w ?B ∇mix
e are perverse by Propo-

sition 4.6. Suppose now that I is nonempty. Let w ∈ W I . The object ∆mix
w

automatically belongs to pDmix
B (PI ,E)≤0, so we need only show that it lies in

pDmix
B (PI ,E)≥0. Since πI† is t-exact and kills no nonzero perverse sheaf (see

Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9), it suffices to show that πI†∆mix
w lies in pDmix

(B) (B,E)≥0.

By Lemmas 3.7 and 4.3, we have

πI†∆mix
w
∼= πI†πI∗∆

mix
w
∼= ∆mix

w ?B EBwI
.

Now EBwI
is perverse by Lemma 3.6. By Proposition 4.6, it follows that ∆mix

w ?B

EBwI
lies in pDmix

(B) (B,E)≥0, as desired. �

As an interesting special case we record the following result.

Corollary 4.8. The affine flag variety and the affine Grassmannian of a reductive
group satisfy assumption (A2) of §3.2.

4.4. Complements. With Theorem 4.7 in hand, one might pursue a more de-
tailed study of the structure of, say, standard or tilting objects in Pmix

(B)(B,E).

Indeed, a number of facts that are well known in characteristic 0 or in the non-
mixed setting hold in Pmix

(B)(B,E), often with the same proofs. For simplicity, in

this subsection we only consider the non-equivariant setting. These results will not
be used in the rest of the paper.

Observe first that the distinguished triangle in Lemma 4.1 can be rearranged to
give a short exact sequence:

(4.4) ∆mix
ws 〈−1〉 ↪→ ∆mix

w � πs†∆mix
w .

This can be used to establish the following lemma, by imitating the argument
of [BBM, §2.1] or [BY, Lemma 4.4.7].
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Lemma 4.9. Assume that E = K or F, and let w ∈W .

(1) There exists an embedding ICmix
e 〈−`(w)〉 ↪→ ∆mix

w whose cokernel has no

composition factor of the form ICmix
e 〈n〉. Moreover, ICmix

e 〈−`(w)〉 is the
socle of ∆mix

w .

(2) There exists a surjection ∇mix
w � ICmix

e 〈`(w)〉 whose kernel has no compo-

sition factor of the form ICmix
e 〈n〉. Moreover, ICmix

e 〈`(w)〉 is the head of
∆mix
w .

Using this lemma, one can check (again assuming E = K or F, and using the
reciprocity formula) that the graded ring

A :=

(⊕
n∈Z

Hom(Pmix
e ,Pmix

e 〈n〉)〈−n〉

)op

is concentrated in even nonnegative degrees, and then, by the arguments of [BBM,
§2.1], that the restriction of the exact functor

Vmix : Pmix
(B)(B,E)→ A-gmod defined by Vmix(F) =

⊕
n∈Z

Hom(Pmix
e ,F〈n〉)〈−n〉

(where A-gmod is the category of finite dimensional graded A-modules) to the

subcategory Tiltmix
(B)(B,E) is fully faithful.

The next result is an analogue of a classical fact about category O.

Proposition 4.10. Assume that E = K or F, and let w, y ∈W . We have

dim Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

y 〈n〉) =

{
1 if w ≤ y and n = `(y)− `(w),

0 otherwise.

Moreover, if w ≤ y, then every nonzero map ∆mix
w → ∆mix

y 〈`(y)−`(w)〉 is injective.

Proof. First, using adjunction it is easily checked that Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

y 〈n〉) = 0 if
w 6≤ y. Now, assume that w ≤ y. The description of socles in Lemma 4.9 implies
that there is no nonzero map ∆mix

w → ∆mix
y 〈n〉 if n 6= `(y) − `(w), and that any

nonzero map ∆mix
w → ∆mix

y 〈`(y)− `(w)〉 is injective.

Let m = `(y) − `(w). To compute dim Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

y 〈m〉), we proceed by
induction on `(y). If y = e, then w = e and the result is trivial. Otherwise, choose
a simple reflection s such that ys < y. If ws < w as well, then applying the equiva-
lence (−)?B∇mix

s and using Proposition 4.4 we obtain dim Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

y 〈m〉) =

dim Hom(∆mix
ws ,∆

mix
ys 〈m〉) = 1. If ws > w, then Hom(∆mix

w , πs†∆mix
y 〈m〉) = 0 be-

cause, by Corollary 3.8, ICmix
w cannot occur as a composition factor of πs†∆mix

y . Us-

ing (4.4), we therefore have dim Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

y 〈m〉) = dim Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

ys 〈m−
1〉), and the result follows by induction (since w ≤ ys under our assumptions). �

We conclude with a result that makes sense only when G is of finite type. In
this case, let w0 denote the longest element of W .

Proposition 4.11 (Geometric Ringel duality). The functor

Rmix := (−) ?B ∆mix
w0

: Dmix
(B) (B,E)→ Dmix

(B) (B,E)

is an equivalence of triangulated categories, with quasi-inverse (−) ?B ∇mix
w0

. More-
over, this functor satisfies

Rmix(∇mix
w ) ∼= ∆mix

ww0
, Rmix(T mix

w ) ∼= Pmix
ww0

.
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Proof sketch. This result is a consequence of Proposition 4.4; see [BBM, Proposi-
tion 2.3] and [AR2, Corollary B.7]. �

Remark 4.12. As in [BBM, §2.2], if E = K or F one can check that we have
Vmix ◦ Rmix ∼= Vmix ◦ 〈−`(w0)〉, and deduce (as in [BBM, Corollary 2.4]) that Vmix

is also fully faithful on projective mixed perverse sheaves.

5. Self-duality and formality

5.1. More notation. In this section we continue the study of the case of flag
varieties of Kac–Moody groups begun in Section 4, but we assume in addition
that the group is of finite type. More precisely we let G be a connected complex
reductive algebraic group, B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup and T ⊂ B be a maximal
torus. The flag variety B := G/B is isomorphic to the flag variety of a (finite type)
Kac–Moody group, so that the results of Section 4 apply to this situation. We will
use the obvious analogues of the categories and objects defined in that section. (We
will not work with equivariant derived categories anymore.)

Let us briefly review the conventions established in [AR2, §2.1–2.2]. The follow-
ing assumption will be in force in this section:

the characteristic of F is a good prime for G.

We have the abelian category P(B)(B,E) ⊂ Db
(B)(B,E) of (ordinary, not mixed)

perverse sheaves. This category contains the usual menagerie of objects:

∆w(E), ∇w(E), ICw(E), Tw(E), Pw(E)

for w ∈ W . We also have the parity sheaf Ew(E) ∈ Parity(B)(B,E) ⊂ Db
(B)(B,E),

again for w ∈ W . Let Tilt(B)(B,E) ⊂ P(B)(B,E) be the full additive subcategory
consisting of tilting sheaves. As in [AR2, Lemma B.5], the natural functors

(5.1) KbTilt(B)(B,E)→ DbP(B)(B,E)→ Db
(B)(B,E)

are equivalences of categories.

Remark 5.1. The categories in the preceding paragraph could have been introduced
in the general setting of Section 2, along with the equivalences (5.1), but they would
have served no purpose: as noted in §2.2, for general X, we have no way to relate
Dmix

S (X,E) to Db
S (X,E).

Finally, let Ǧ be the Langlands dual group, with Borel subgroup B̌ ⊂ Ǧ, maximal
torus Ť ⊂ B̌, and flag variety B̌ = Ǧ/B̌. We assume that the system of positive
roots of (Ǧ, Ť ) determined by B̌ coincides with the system of positive coroots of
(G,T ) determined by B. In general, háček accents will be used to denote objects
attached to Ǧ rather than to G. For instance, ∆̌w(E) is a standard object in
P(B̌)(B̌,E), and Ť mix

w (E) is a tilting object in Pmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E).

5.2. The functor ν. The main result of [AR2] asserts that there exists a functor

(5.2) ν : Parity(B)(B,E)→ Tilt(B̌)(B̌,E).

such that ν(Ew) ∼= Ťw−1 , along with an isomorphism ν
∼−→ ν ◦ {1} such that the

map

(5.3)
⊕
n∈Z

Hom(F ,G{n})→ Hom(νF , νG)
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is an isomorphism for all F ,G in Parity(B)(B,E). (More precisely, this statement

is obtained by applying [AR2, Theorem 2.1] to the group Ǧ. In [AR2] we give an
explicit construction of such a functor, but in this paper ν can be any functor with
the above properties.) This result has strong consequences in the mixed setting that
are invisible in the non-mixed world. In this section, we exploit those consequences
to prove the self-duality theorem and formality theorem for flag varieties (see §§1.3–
1.4).

The functor ν of (5.2) gives rise to a functor Dmix
(B) (B,E) = KbParity(B)(B,E)→

KbTilt(B̌)(B̌,E). Composing the latter with the equivalence KbTilt(B̌)(B̌,E) ∼=
Db

(B̌)
(B̌,E) of (5.1), we obtain a functor

(5.4) ν : Dmix
(B) (B,E)→ Db

(B̌)
(B̌,E).

(This use of ν should not result in any ambiguity.) The version of ν in (5.4)
still enjoys the property (5.3), where now F and G may be arbitrary objects of
Dmix

(B) (B,E). In addition, we have the following isomorphisms:

ν ◦ {1} ∼= ν, ν ◦ [1] ∼= {1} ◦ ν, ν ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= {1} ◦ ν, ν(Emix
w ) ∼= Ťw−1 .

5.3. The self-duality theorem. We begin by calculating the value of the functor
in (5.4) on certain special classes of objects.

Lemma 5.2. We have ν(∆mix
w ) ∼= ∆̌w−1 and ν(∇mix

w ) ∼= ∇̌w−1 .

Proof. We prove only the first isomorphism; the second one can be treated similarly.
We proceed by induction on w with respect to the Bruhat order. When w = e, we
have ∆mix

e
∼= Emix

e and ∆̌e = Ťe, so the result is clear.
Now suppose w > e, and that the result is known for all v < w. Let Zw =

BwrBw, and let Žw−1 = B̌w−1rB̌w−1 . Recall that Dmix
(B) (Zw,E) is identified with

the full triangulated subcategory of Dmix
(B) (B,E) generated by {∆mix

v {n} | v < w},
and similarly for Db

(B̌)
(Žw−1 ,E) ⊂ Db

(B̌)
(B̌,E). The inductive assumption implies

that

(5.5) ν(Dmix
(B) (Zw,E)) ⊂ Db

(B̌)
(Žw−1 ,E).

Let N be the cone of the canonical map ∆mix
w → Emix

w . Recall that N is in
Dmix

(B) (Zw,E), and that Hom(∆mix
w ,∆mix

v {n}[m]) = 0 for all v < w and all n,m ∈ Z.

Now consider the distinguished triangle

ν(∆mix
w )→ Ťw−1 → ν(N)

{1}−−→ .

According to (5.5), we have ν(N) ∈ Db
(B̌)

(Žw−1 ,E). Moreover, by (5.3) and induc-

tion, we have that Hom(ν(∆mix
w ), ∆̌v−1 [m]) = 0 for all v < w and all m ∈ Z. These

two properties uniquely characterize the distinguished triangle whose first arrow is
∆̌w−1 → Ťw−1 , so we must have ν(∆mix

w ) ∼= ∆̌w−1 . �

Proposition 5.3. The functor ν induces an equivalence of categories

ν̄ : Tiltmix
(B)(B,E)

∼−→ Parity(B̌)(B̌,E)

such that ν̄(T mix
w ) ∼= Ěw−1 and ν̄ ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= {1} ◦ ν̄.
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Proof. Let w ∈W . Let us show that

(5.6) Hom
(
ν(T mix

w ), ∇̌v{n}
)

=

{
0 if n 6≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2);

a free E-module if n ≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2).

Using (5.3) and Lemma 5.2, this would follow if we knew that

Hom(T mix
w ,∇mix

v−1{m}[n]) =

{
0 if n 6≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2);

a free E-module if n ≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2).

Now ∇mix
v−1{m}[n] = ∇mix

v−1〈−m〉[n+m], and Hom(T mix
w ,∇mix

v−1〈−m〉[n+m]) clearly
vanishes if n+m 6= 0. When n+m = 0, we have

Hom(T mix
w ,∇mix

v−1〈n〉) ∼= E⊕(T mix
w :∆mix

v−1 〈n〉),

and this is zero unless n ≡ `(w) − `(v) (mod 2) by Lemma 3.16. One can prove
similarly that

(5.7) Hom
(
∆̌v{n}, ν(T mix

w )
)

=

{
0 if n 6≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2);

a free E-module if n ≡ `(w)− `(v) (mod 2).

Together, (5.6) and (5.7) say that the stalks and costalks of ν(T mix
w ) are concen-

trated in degrees of the same parity as `(w), and that their cohomology sheaves are
free local systems. So ν(T mix

w ) is a parity complex.

Thus, ν restricts to a functor ν̄ : Tiltmix
(B)(B,E) → Parity(B̌)(B̌,E). Consider

the isomorphism (5.3) for F ,G ∈ Tiltmix
(B)(B,E). On the left-hand side of (5.3), all

summands with n 6= 0 vanish, so ν̄ is fully faithful. As a consequence, the object
ν̄(T mix

w ) is indecomposable. Since the standard objects appearing in a standard

filtration of T mix
w are supported on Bw, with ∆mix

w appearing with multiplicity one,
using Lemma 5.2 we deduce that ν̄(T mix

w ) ∼= Ěw−1 .
Finally, since any object of Parity(B̌)(B̌,E) is a direct sum of shifts of objects

Ěw, we deduce that ν̄ is essentially surjective, and hence an equivalence. �

The first main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 5.4 (Self-duality). There exists an equivalence of triangulated categories

κ : Dmix
(B) (B,E)

∼−→ Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E)

satisfying κ ◦ [1] ∼= [1] ◦ κ, κ ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= {1} ◦ κ, κ ◦ {1} ∼= 〈1〉 ◦ κ, and

κ(∆mix
w ) ∼= ∆̌mix

w−1 , κ(∇mix
w ) ∼= ∇̌mix

w−1 , κ(T mix
w ) ∼= Ěmix

w−1 , κ(Emix
w ) ∼= Ť mix

w−1 .

We will prove this theorem simultaneously with Proposition 5.5 below. To state
the latter result we choose a functor ν̌ : Parity(B̌)(B̌,E) → Tilt(B)(B,E) which

satisfies the same properties as the functor ν of (5.2), but with the roles of G and
Ǧ reversed. We denote by the same symbol the “extended” functor Dmix

(B̌)
(B̌,E)→

Db
(B)(B,E) defined as in (5.4).

Proposition 5.5. Let µ : Dmix
(B) (B,E) → Db

(B)(B,E) be the functor given by µ =

ν̌ ◦κ, where κ is as in Theorem 5.4. There is an isomorphism µ ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= µ such that
the induced map

(5.8)
⊕
n∈Z

Hom(F ,G〈n〉)→ Hom(µF , µG)
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is an isomorphism for all F ,G ∈ Dmix
(B) (B,E). Moreover, µ is t-exact and satisfies

µ(∆mix
w ) ∼= ∆w, µ(∇mix

w ) ∼= ∇w, µ(ICmix
w ) ∼= ICw,

µ(T mix
w ) ∼= Tw, µ(Emix

w ) ∼= Ew.

Similarly, one can consider the functor µ̌ := ν ◦κ−1 : Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E)→ Db
(B̌)

(B̌,E).

This functor satisfies properties similar to those stated in Proposition 5.5. A sum-
mary of the functors and their behavior on various objects is shown in Figure 1.

Proofs of Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.5. We define κ to be the composition of
the following equivalences:

Dmix
(B) (B,E)

Lem. 3.14−−−−−−→
∼

KbTiltmix
(B)(B,E)

Prop. 5.3−−−−−−→
∼

KbParity(B̌)(B̌,E) = Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E).

The claims about the interaction of κ with [1], 〈1〉, and {1} are clear.
The fact that κ(T mix

w ) ∼= Ěmix
w−1 is immediate from Proposition 5.3. Then the

determination of κ(∆mix
w ) and κ(∇mix

w ) can be carried out using the same arguments
as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.

Before studying κ(Emix
w ), we turn our attention to µ. The isomorphism (5.8) and

the determination of µ(∆mix
w ), µ(∇mix

w ), and µ(T mix
w ) all follow from what we already

know about κ and ν̌, using (5.3) and Lemma 5.2 (for the group Ǧ). Combining
these facts with the description of the perverse t-structure in Proposition 3.4, we
deduce that µ is t-exact, and then that µ(ICmix

w ) ∼= ICw.
Next, one can use (5.8) to study Hom(µ(Emix

w ),∇v[k]) and Hom(∆v[k], µ(Emix
w ))

as in the proof of Proposition 5.3, and deduce (using Remark 2.7) that µ(Emix
w )

is a parity complex supported on Bw, and that its restriction to Bw is EBw
.

The isomorphism (5.8) also implies that End(µ(Emix
w )) ∼= End(Emix

w ), so µ(Emix
w ) is

indecomposable. We conclude that µ(Emix
w ) ∼= Ew. The proof of Proposition 5.5 is

now complete.
It remains to show that κ(Emix

w ) ∼= Ť mix
w−1 . By Proposition 5.3 applied to Ǧ,

we have ν̌(Ť mix
w−1 ) ∼= Ew, i.e. µ(κ−1Ť mix

w−1 ) ∼= Ew. Fix such an isomorphism and an

isomorphism µ(Emix
w ) ∼= Ew, and consider the following instance of (5.8):⊕

n∈Z
Hom(κ−1Ť mix

w−1 , Emix
w 〈n〉) ∼−→ End(Ew).

Since Ew is indecomposable, the ring End(Ew) is local. Lifting the identity mor-
phism through this isomorphism, we obtain a family of morphisms κ−1Ť mix

w−1 →
Emix
w 〈n〉 such that the sum of their images under µ is invertible. By locality,

one of these morphisms must have this property, i.e. there exist n ∈ Z and f :
κ−1Ť mix

w−1 → Emix
w 〈n〉 whose image under µ is an isomorphism. As µ is triangulated

and kills no object (by (5.8)), this implies that f itself is an isomorphism. That is,
κ−1(Ť mix

w−1 ) ∼= Emix
w 〈n〉. Lastly, using the behavior of κ on standard and costandard

objects, it is easy to check that n must be 0. �

As an immediate application of Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.5 we obtain
the following criterion for a parity sheaf Ew to be perverse. We will consider this
question in a more systematic way in [AR3].

Corollary 5.6. The parity sheaf Ew ∈ Db
(B)(B,E) is perverse if and only if we

have (Ť mix
w−1 : ∇̌mix

u 〈n〉) = 0 for all n > 0.
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Dmix
(B) (B,E)

µ
ss

κ
∼
//

ν
//

Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,E)
µ̌
++

ν̌
ooDb

(B)(B,E) Db
(B̌)

(B̌,E).

∆w ∆mix
w

�oo � // ∆̌mix
w−1

� // ∆̌w−1

∇w ∇mix
w

�oo � // ∇̌mix
w−1

� // ∇̌w−1

Ew Emix
w

�oo � // Ť mix
w−1

� // Ťw−1

Tw T mix
w

�oo � // Ěmix
w−1

� // Ěw−1 .

Figure 1. Functors and objects in the self-duality theorem

Proof. First we observe that Ew(O) is perverse if and only if Ew(F) is perverse. (This
follows from the facts that F(Ew(O)) ∼= Ew(F)—see [JMW, Proposition 2.40]—
and that Ew(O) has free stalks and costalks.) On the other hand, it follows from
Proposition 3.13 that the multiplicities (Ť mix

w−1 (E) : ∇̌mix
u (E)〈n〉) for E = O and

E = F coincide. In other words, the case E = O of the corollary follows from the
case E = F.

We henceforth assume that E = K or F. Because Ew is self-Verdier-dual, it is
perverse if it just lies in pDb

(B)(B,E)≥0, or in other words, if Hom(∆u−1{n}, Ew) = 0

for all u ∈ W and all n > 0. By Proposition 5.5, the latter holds if and only if
Hom(∆mix

u−1{n}, Emix
w 〈m〉) = 0 for all n > 0 and all m ∈ Z. Next, we apply κ, and

translate that condition to Hom(∆̌mix
u 〈n〉, Ť mix

w−1{m}) = 0. This Hom-group always

vanishes for m 6= 0. When m = 0, it vanishes if and only if (T mix
w−1 : ∇̌mix

u 〈n〉) = 0,
as desired. �

We conclude this subsection by showing that the various functors constructed
above are compatible with the functors F(−) and K(−).

Proposition 5.7. The functors νE and κE are compatible with extension of scalars
in the sense that the following diagram commutes up to isomorphisms of functors:

Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,K) Dmix
(B̌)

(B̌,O)
F(−) //K(−)oo Dmix

(B̌)
(B̌,F)

Dmix
(B) (B,K)

νK

��

κK o

OO

Dmix
(B) (B,O)

F(−) //K(−)oo

νO

��

κO o

OO

Dmix
(B) (B,F)

νF

��

κFo

OO

Db
(B̌)

(B̌,K) Db
(B̌)

(B̌,O)
F(−) //K(−)oo Db

(B̌)
(B̌,F).

Proof. The compatibility of the functor (5.2) with extension of scalars was estab-
lished in [AR2, Theorem 2.1(4)]. From that, we deduce the commutativity of the
bottom half of the above diagram, using [AR2, Lemma B.6].
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That portion of the statement gives rise to a similar commutative diagram for
the functor ν̄ considered in Proposition 5.3:

Tiltmix
(B)(B,K)

ν̄K o
��

Tiltmix
(B)(B,O)

F(−) //K(−)oo

ν̄O o
��

Tiltmix
(B)(B,F)

ν̄Fo
��

Parity(B̌)(B̌,K) Parity(B̌)(B̌,O)
F(−) //K(−)oo Parity(B̌)(B̌,F).

We now deduce the commutativity of the upper half of the diagram in the statement
of the proposition, using Lemma 3.15. �

The preceding proposition immediately implies the following additional result.

Corollary 5.8. The functors µE are compatible with extension of scalars in the
sense that the following diagram commutes up to isomorphisms of functors:

Dmix
(B) (B,K)

µK

��

Dmix
(B) (B,O)

F(−) //K(−)oo

µO

��

Dmix
(B) (B,F)

µF

��
Db

(B)(B,K) Db
(B)(B,O)

F(−) //K(−)oo Db
(B)(B,F).

5.4. Formality. It follows in particular from Proposition 5.5 that the functor µ
restricts to a functor µT : Tiltmix

(B)(B,E) → Tilt(B)(B,E). The following technical
lemma will be needed below.

Lemma 5.9. The following diagram commutes up to an isomorphism of functors:

KbTiltmix
(B)(B,E)

∼
Lem. 3.14

//

KbµT

��

Dmix
(B) (B,E)

µ

��
KbTilt(B)(B,E)

∼
(5.1)

// Db
(B)(B,E).

Proof. Let us complete our diagram with the other equivalences in Lemma 3.14
and (5.1):

KbTiltmix
(B)(B,E)

∼ //

KbµT

��

DbPmix
(B)(B,E)

∼ //

DbµP

��

Dmix
(B) (B,E)

µ

��
KbTilt(B)(B,E)

∼ // DbPmix
(B)(B,E)

∼ // Db
(B)(B,E).

(Here, µP : Pmix
(B)(B,E) → P(B)(B,E) is the restriction of µ, an exact functor

of abelian categories, and DbµP is the induced functor between bounded derived
categories.) The left square in this diagram is easily seen to be commutative. The
right square also commutes by [Bei, Lemma A.7.1]. The claim follows. �

Let Emix :=
⊕

w∈W Emix
w . Let us choose a bounded complex F• of objects of

Tiltmix
(B)(B,E) whose image under the composition

CbTiltmix
(B)(B,E)→ KbTiltmix

(B)(B,E)
∼−−−−−−→

Lem. 3.14
Dmix

(B) (B,E)
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is Emix. Consider the differential bigraded algebra (or dgg-algebra) E•,• given by

Ei,j = Homi(F•,F•〈−j〉),

where Homi(A•, B•) =
∏
q−p=i Hom(Ap, Bq). This Z2-graded E-algebra is endowed

with a differential (of bidegree (1, 0)) induced by that of F•.
Next, let E :=

⊕
w∈W Ew, and let G• ∈ CbTilt(B)(B,E) be the image of F•

under the functor induced by µT. By Lemma 5.9, the image of this complex under
the composition

CbTilt(B)(B,E)→ KbTilt(B)(B,E)
∼−−−→

(5.1)
Db

(B)(B,E)

is isomorphic to µ(Emix) ∼= E . Form the dg-algebra E• given by

Ei = Homi(G•,G•).

By Proposition 5.5, E• is just the dg-algebra obtained by forgetting the second
grading on E•,•. Next, form the cohomology rings

E := H•(E•,•) and E := H•(E•).

Again, E is a bigraded ring, and E is obtained from it by forgetting the second
grading. It follows from the equivalence (5.1) that

E ∼=
⊕
k∈Z

HomDb
(B)

(B,E)(E , E{k})

as a graded algebra.

Lemma 5.10. We have Ei,j = 0 unless i = j. Moreover, the ring E has finite
global dimension.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.14 that Ei,j ∼= HomDmix
(B)

(B,E)(Emix, Emix〈−j〉[i]),
and the latter clearly vanishes unless i = j. For the second assertion, we first
observe that the case E = O follows from the case E = F, by the arguments in
[RSW, Lemma 5.5.3]. So we assume that E = K or F. We have to prove that the
ring ⊕

k∈Z
HomDb

(B)
(B,E)(E , E{k})

has finite global dimension. Using the functor ν of (5.2), this is equivalent to
proving that the ring End(Ť ) has finite global dimension, where Ť :=

⊕
w∈W Ťw.

Finally, using the Radon transform of [AR2, §2.3], it is enough to prove that the
ring End(P̌) has finite global dimension, where P̌ :=

⊕
w∈W P̌w. This follows

simply from the fact that all quasihereditary categories have finite cohomological
dimension [BGS, Corollary 3.2.2]. �

Using Lemma 5.10 we can define the derived category dgDerf-E of finitely gener-
ated right dg-modules over the dg-algebra E (endowed with the trivial differential)
as in [RSW, §5.4]. The following result is a generalization of [RSW, Theorem 5.5.8].
With this in hand, [RSW, Theorem 1.2.1] is now applicable as soon as ` is bigger
than the Coxeter number of G.

Theorem 5.11. There exists an equivalence of categories

Db
(B)(B,E) ∼= dgDerf-E.
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Proof. Consider the functor Hom•(G•,−) from the category of bounded complexes
of objects of Tilt(B)(B,E) to the category of right E•-dg-modules. This functor
descends to homotopy categories, and composing with the natural functor to the
derived category dgDer-E• of right E•-dg-modules, we obtain a functor

Φ : Db
(B)(B,E) ∼= KbTilt(B)(B,E)→ dgDer-E•.

It follows from Lemma 5.10 and a classical argument (see e.g. [RSW, Lemma 5.5.1])
that the dg-algebra E• is formal; in particular we obtain a natural equivalence of
triangulated categories dgDer-E•

∼−→ dgDer-E. Composing with Φ we obtain a
natural functor

Ψ : Db
(B)(B,E)→ dgDer-E.

It is not difficult to check that this functor factors through an equivalence of trian-
gulated categories Db

(B)(B,E)
∼−→ dgDerf-E: see e.g. the arguments in the proof of

[RSW, Theorem 5.5.8]. �

Appendix A. Quasihereditary categories

The theory of quasihereditary categories is by now quite well known, but most of
the standard references work in the ungraded setting. Here, we record the definition
and a number of useful facts (mostly without proof) in the graded case. Through-
out, k will be a field, and A will be a finite-length k-linear abelian category.

Assume A is equipped with an automorphism 〈1〉 : A → A. Let Irr(A) be the
set of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects of A, and let S = Irr(A)/Z, where
n ∈ Z acts on Irr(A) by 〈n〉. Assume that S is equipped with a partial order ≤, and
that for each s ∈ S , we have a fixed representative simple object Lgr

s . Assume also
we are given, for any s ∈ S , objects ∆gr

s and ∇gr
s , and morphisms ∆gr

s → Lgr
s and

Lgr
s → ∇gr

s . For T ⊂ S , we denote by AT the Serre subcategory of A generated
by the objects Lgr

t 〈n〉 for t ∈ T and n ∈ Z. We write A≤s for A{t∈S |t≤s}, and
similarly for A<s.

Definition A.1. The category A is said to be graded quasihereditary if the follow-
ing conditions hold:

(1) The set S is finite.
(2) For each s ∈ S , we have

Hom(Lgr
s , L

gr
s 〈n〉) =

{
k if n = 0;

0 otherwise.

(3) For any T ⊂ S closed (for the order topology) and such that s ∈ T is
maximal, ∆gr

s → Lgr
s is a projective cover in AT and Lgr

s → ∇gr
s is an

injective envelope in AT .
(4) The kernel of ∆gr

s → Lgr
s and the cokernel of Lgr

s → ∇gr
s belong to A<s.

(5) We have Ext2(∆gr
s ,∇

gr
t 〈n〉) = 0 for all s, t ∈ S and n ∈ Z.

If A satisfies Definition A.1, the objects ∆gr
s 〈n〉 are called standard objects, and

the objects ∇gr
s 〈n〉 are called costandard objects.

Definition A.2. Let X be an object in a graded quasihereditary category. We say
that X admits a standard (resp. costandard) filtration if there exists a filtration

F•X such that each GrFi X is isomorphic to some ∆gr
s 〈n〉 (resp. ∇gr

s 〈n〉). We say
that X is tilting if it admits both a standard and a costandard filtration.
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Every direct factor of a tilting object is tilting. If X admits a standard filtration
F•X, it is easy to see that for fixed s ∈ S and n ∈ Z, the number of i such that
GrFi X

∼= ∆gr
s 〈n〉 is equal to dim Hom(X,∇gr

s 〈n〉), and is hence independent of the
choice of filtration F•X. We introduce the notation

(X : ∆gr
s 〈n〉) := dim Hom(X,∇gr

s 〈n〉)

for objects with a standard filtration. Similarly, if Y admits a costandard filtration,
then the multiplicity of a given ∇gr

s 〈n〉 in any costandard filtration is equal to

(Y : ∇gr
s 〈n〉) := dim Hom(∆gr

s 〈n〉, Y ).

The following is a graded analogue of [BGS, Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.2].
We omit the proof.

Theorem A.3. Let A be a graded quasihereditary category. Then A has enough
projectives, and every projective admits a standard filtration. Moreover, if P gr

s

denotes a projective cover of Lgr
s , then (P gr

s : ∆gr
t 〈n〉) = [∇gr

t 〈n〉 : Lgr
s ] for all

t ∈ S . Lastly, every object in A admits a finite projective resolution.

As explained in [Rin, Corollary 3], the fact that projectives admit standard
filtrations can be used to show that

(A.1) Extk(∆gr
s ,∇

gr
t 〈n〉) = 0 for all s, t ∈ S , n ∈ Z, and k ≥ 1.

The following statement gives the well-known classification of indecomposable
tilting objects. For a proof, see [Rin, Proposition 2].

Proposition A.4. For each s ∈ S , there is a unique indecomposable tilting object
T gr
s contained in A≤s and satisfying (T gr

s : ∆gr
s ) = (T gr

s : ∇gr
s ) = 1. Moreover, every

indecomposable tilting object is isomorphic to some T gr
s 〈n〉.

Finally, we have two useful derived-equivalence results.

Lemma A.5. Let A be a graded quasihereditary category, and let Tilt(A) ⊂ A
be the full additive subcategory consisting of tilting objects. The natural functor
KbTilt(A)→ Db(A) is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. It follows from (A.1) that if T and T ′ are tilting objects, then ExtkA(T, T ′) =
0 for all k > 0. The rest of the argument follows [BBM, Proposition 1.5]. �

Lemma A.6. Let A be a graded quasihereditary category. Suppose that A is the
heart of a bounded t-structure on a triangulated category T , and that 〈1〉 is the
restriction of an automorphism of T (denoted similarly). Suppose that the following
conditions hold.

(1) T is a full subcategory of the bounded derived category of an abelian cate-
gory, or of the bounded homotopy category of some additive category.

(2) In T , we have Hom(∆gr
s ,∇

gr
t 〈n〉[k]) = 0 whenever k > 0.

Then there is an equivalence of categories Db(A)
∼−→ T .

Proof. The first condition allows us to construct a “realization functor” Db(A)→
T , using either [BBD, §3.1] or [AR1, §2.5]. Then, using the second condition, one
can repeat the proof of Lemma A.5 to deduce that in the diagram KbTilt(A) →
Db(A)→ T , the first functor and the composition of the two functors are equiva-
lences of categories. It follows that Db(A)→ T is an equivalence as well. �
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